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Abstract
This study aimed at examining the effect of using mantle of the expert Strategy
on developing reading comprehension skills for tenth graders in Rafahgovernorate .In
order to achieve the aim of the study,the researcher adopteda quasi-experimental
research design. The sample of the study which was purposefully chosen consisted of
(84) students. The experimental group includes (42) students taught reading
comprehension by Mantle of the Expert strategy , while the control group includes (42)
students who were taught reading comprehension by an ordinary way. The experiment
is conducted in the first term of the school year ( 2016 – 2017 ).
The research conducted a content analysis card to determine the reading
comprehension skills in the content of English for Palestine 10 textbook and used
Holsti's equation to count the reliability of the analysis. According to the result of the
analysis the researcher has designed an achievement test to identify the direction of the
size effect. The validity of the test is refereed by the specialists and Person Correlation
coefficient , whereas the reliability of the test is measured by Kuder Richardson 21
equation and split Half Technique . The results of the achievement test are statistically
analyzed by T-test paired sample to measure the differences in reading comprehension
skills between the pre-test and the post-test of the experimental group. T–test
Independent sample is used to measure the differences in reading comprehension skills
to each level of the differences in reading comprehension skills at each level of the
three levels ( literal , interpretive and inferential ) between the experimental group and
control group in the past test . Furthermore , the effect of mantle of the expert Strategy
is measured by " Effect Size " technique to ensure that the effect on the levels of the
reading comprehension skills had not taken place of the reading comprehension skills
had not taken place accidently .
The results of the study indicate that there are statistically significant
differencesat( α ≤0.05) in the mean scores of each level of reading comprehension
skills in the post-test between the experimental group and the control group in favor of
the experimental one . Based on the findings , the researcher of the current study
recommends English Language teachers to adopt Mantle Of the Expert Strategy in
teaching English in general and in teaching reading in particular . Also , she
recommends the Ministry of Education to hold training courses to train English
Language teachers on using mantle of the expert Strategy .
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فعاليت استخدام استراتيجيت عباءة الخبير في تنميت مهاراث القراءة لدى طالباث الصف العاشر في محافظت رفح
ملخص الدراست
ىدفت ىذه الدراسة إلى التحقق من فعالية استخدام استراتيجية عباءة الخبير في تحسين ميارات القراءة

لدى طالبات الصف العاشر في محافظة رفح  .ولتحقيق ىذا اليدف واإلجابة عمى أسئمة الدراسة قامت الباحثة
بتطبيق المنيج شبو التجريبي عمى عينة الدراسة التي تكونت من مجموعتين متكافئتين من طالبات الصف العاشر
في مدرسة آمنة بنت وىب الثانوية بنات في مدينة رفح  .تكونت العينة من ( )88طالبة قسمت إلى مجموعة

تجريبية مكونة من ( )84طالبة تم تدريسيا باستراتيجية عباءة الخبير ومجموعة ضابطة مكونة من ( )84طالبة تم
تدريسيا بالطريقة االعتيادية  .أجريت الدراسة في الفصل األول من العام الدراسي . 4027 / 4026
قامت الباحثة بتحميل محتوى دروس القراءة لمصف العاشر لتحديد الميارات القرائية وقد تأكدت من ثبات

التحميل عن طريق تطبيق معادلة " ىولستي "  .ووفقًا لنتائج التحميل أعدت الباحثة اختبار تحصيل قبمي وبعدي

ومن ثم حساب صدق االختبار بالرجوع إلى المحكمين وحساب معادلة " كودر ريتشارد سون  " 42وحساب التجزئة

النص فية  .ولذات الغرض استخدمت الباحثة اختبار " ت " لمعينة المستقمة إليجاد الفروق في أداء المجموعة

التجريبية ما بين االختبار البعدي والقبمي وباستخدام اختبار " ت " الثنائي لقياس الفروق في أداء المجموعتين في

االختبار البعدي بالنسبة لمستويات ميارات القراءة الثالثة " الحرفية  ،التفسيرية  ،واالستنتاجية "  .وأيضاً تم حساب

فاعمية استراتيجية عباءة الخبير عمى ميارات القراءة باستخدام معامل الكسب " بالك " لمتأكد من أن حجم األثر لم

يكن عشوائيًا .

أثبـتت نـ ـتائج الدراسة أن ـ ـو يوج ـ ـد فـ ـ ـروق ذات داللة إحصـ ـ ـائية ع ـ ـ ـند مستوى داللة (  ) α ≤0,05في أداء
المجموعة التجريبية في االختبار القبمي والبعدي لصالح االختبار البعدي وفقًا لتطبيق استراتيجية عباءة الخبير ،

وأن ىناك فروق ذات داللة إحصائية عند مستوى داللة (  ) α ≤0,05بين مستويات ميارات القراءة الثالثة في
االختبار البعدي بين المجموعتين الضابطة والتجريبية لصالح المجموعة التجريبية .
ووفقًا لمنتائج التي أظيرتيا الدراسة أوصت الباحثة معممي المغة اإلنجميزية بضرورة تطبيق استراتيجية

عباءة الخبير في تدريس المغة اإلنجميزية عامة وفي تدريس القراءة خاصة  ،وأوصت الباحثة بضرورة عقد دورات
لتدريب المعممين عمى استخدام استراتيجية عباءة الخبير في التدريس .
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Chapter One
Background of the Study
Introduction
Reading is an important language skill and a highly complicated act that
everyone should learn, in many situations, reading is considered an indispensable
channel of communication in an ever widening world.It is the process of recognition,
interpretation and perception of writing or printed materials. In fact people are living in
reading world where it is difficult to manage without .
The Holy Quran is the first and the greatest reference announcing the
importance of reading as a mean of learning. The existent of the concept of "read" in
the Holy Quran in many verses refers to the importance of teaching and learning
process in "Islam" . Learning to read is one of the most important strategies learner can
accomplish in schools because it is the foundation for all academic endeavors . The
learner who doesn’t acquire the necessary reading skills is likely to suffer academic
failure . Indisputably , for learner to learn any discipline he has to spend much for his
time

reading

and

comprehending

information

presented

in

text(Abu

Shamla,2009,p.13).
Without comprehension , there is no learning because any educational system
cannot neglect this skill of language and students still practice reading even it is
difficult to understand every single world . Reading is not solely a single skill but a
combination of many skills and process in which the reader interact with printed words
and texts for content and pleasure .Through reading , one can teach writing , speaking ,
vocabulary items , grammar ,spelling and other language aspects. The basic goals of
reading are to enable learners to gain an understanding of the world and themselves , to
develop appreciation and interests , and to find solutions to their personal and group
problems(Hollingsworth ,2007,p.25) .
Reading comprehension is the process constructing meaning from the text. The
goal of all reading instructions is ultimately targeted at helping a reader to comprehend
a given text. Reading comprehension involves decoding the writer's words and then
using background knowledge to construct an approximate understanding of the writer's
message(Kibry . 2006 , p.161 ).
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However Dean (2003,p.6)indicates that most EFL learners are unable to
comprehend a written text effectively . This is an important issue for school teachers in
teaching reading .They should pay attention to the strategies and techniques they apply
for the purpose of comprehension in order to avoid the difficulties that learners face in
reading comprehension.
According to Hamouda (1999,p.107), most teachers conduct techniques and
methods of teaching which mainly depend on memorizing rules and structures.
Learners are in real need for new strategies and techniques that interpret language not
only as sentences, vocabulary or structures, but also as practice of thoughts and culture.
Many researchers such as Mokhtar et al.(2010)and Al- Mansour (2011)
recommend that traditional concepts related to teaching reading should be subtitled by
more innovative ones. Among those innovative strategies is Mantle of the Expert
Strategy which is one of the entertaining strategies used to develop students' reading
comprehension skills.
The Holy Quran asks Muslims to listen carefully and comprehended to
whatever they listen. Mantle of the Expert (MOE) Strategy is believed to be one of the
entertaining strategies that can be used with learners in order to develop their listening
comprehension sub skills. As it is mentioned in the Holy Quran , "Assuredly, in their
narrative is a lesson for men of understanding .It is not a thing that has been forged, but
fulfillment of that which is before it and a detail exposition of all things and a guidance
and a mercy to people who believe" III SurittYussif chapter55. Regarding the
aforementioned verse, one can recommend MOE strategy to be used as one means to
enhance learning and develop knowledge . The Holy Quran urges Muslims to get
benefits and lessons from others either prophets or normal people . So that, the teacher
should make use of this technique in educational situations that help the learner's
abilities and competences in such a skill.
On the other hand, Dr Brain Edmiston (2011,p.1) pointed

out that when

teachers use the MOE strategy, they create conditions in their classrooms where
students can learn most often as people do in their everyday lives – from and with
others in activities that draw on and extend their existing expertise. When children take
on a mantle of expertise adult who already has expertise because of a particular project.
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The (NATD) conference, (2002) reported that Mantle of the Expert has strong
links with play without student's feeling "babyish" in play a world is made by the will
of the players who control that world and live in it as long as they are intrigued by it.
Everyone is " grown up " carrying the responsibilities of adult and facing up to the
result of their decisions. A feature of this which has to be faced and which can have
repercussions when colleagues, see it first in action, is that it appears to be muddle with
the teacher apparently having lost authority to shape the lesson. This is because, as in
play, every child enters the first it.
From the above views regarding (MOE) strategy, the researcher concludes that
it is students- centered technique based on activating their role in classroom activities
that leads to achieving the aims of the teaching and learning process.
In addition,(MOE) strategy helps in achieving the educational goals because
success in acting and being an expert enhances learners mental efficiency and helps to
overcome obstacles and to gain knowledge by themselves. In the absence of
educational research and scarcity of serious attempts, which aim at developing the
English teaching process and up grading the level of books, teachers and learners need
to collaborate in order to achieve these goals.
Regarding the Palestinian society, who is seeking for stability, developing the
first Palestinian curriculum, and improving the quality of teaching and learning reading
comprehension skills in the Palestinian schools, tenth grade learners learn reading
comprehension skills from English for Palestine 10 text book.
This textbook includes a variety of subjects, some of them are familiar to them
and other are unfamiliar. The teachers' traditional techniques in teaching English can be
considered a remarkable part of the problem. The heavy burden which strikes the
shoulders of learners by dumping them with complicated structures taught out of
context lacking interaction and reinforcement will frustrate students.
According to the results of the previous achievement tests and the consultation
of teachers, there are many difficulties and challenges in learning reading in English for
the Palestinian students such as crowded classes, difficult curricula and traditional
evaluation instruments. These challenges necessitate teachers modify or even change
their teaching practices to overcome these obstacles. So, there is a need for adopting
new techniques of teaching reading such as (MOE) strategy.
4

In this study, the researcher focuses on the effect of using Mantle of the Expert
Strategy on developing tenth graders reading comprehension skills where learners are
studying newly designed curriculum. For this purpose, the researcher selects three texts
from English for Palestine 10 text book for teaching reading comprehension, by (MOE)
strategy.

1.1 Rational of the study
Reading comprehension skill takes a large portion of the content of the Palestinian
curriculum in contrary with other language skills; listening, speaking and writing.
Moreover, it is considered as the base for the other skills especially, vocabulary and
structure. This calls for more attention to this important skill.
After surveying EFL studies which are conducted in Rafah Governorate, it has
been found that there is not any research which deals with the same topic.
According to the learners' low achievement level in English language, the
researcher seeks to turn the teacher's attention to the importance of using (MOE)
strategy in teaching English that may improve our learners' level.
Having reviewed the relevant literature, the researcher has figured out that the
field of language teaching and learning is poor in studies concerning implementing an
innovative techniques used to develop reading comprehension skills. There are no
studies explore the relationship between (MOE) strategy and reading comprehension
skills . Many researchers admit that studies on such areas are still relatively rare, and
they invite other researchers to conduct more studies.
1.2Statement of the problem
The problem can be stated in the following major question:
What is the effect of using Mantle of the Expert Strategy on developing reading
comprehension skills for the tenth graders in Rafah governorate ?
1.3Research Questions
The main question can be clarified through stating the following sub– questions :
1- What are the reading comprehension skills intended to be developed for the
tenth graders in English for Palestine 10 textbook?
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2- Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤0.05) in the mean scores of
each level of reading comprehension skills in the pre and post- test of the
experimental group?
3- Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤0.05) in the mean scores of
each level of reading comprehension skills in the post-test between the
experimental and the control group?
4- To what extent is Mantle of the Expert Strategy effective in developing reading
comprehension skills in English for Palestine 10 text book?
1.4Research Hypotheses:
1- There are statistically significant differences at (α ≤0.05) in the mean scores of
each level of reading comprehension skills in the pre and post- test of the
experimental group.
2- There are statistically significant differences at (α ≤0.05) in the mean scores of
each level of reading comprehension skills in the pre and post- test of the
experimental group and the control group.
3- The effect size of Mantle of the Expert Strategy on developing tenth grader's
reading comprehension skills is not less than (0.14).

1.5Purposes of the study:
This study aims at achieving the following purposes:
1. Identifying the reading comprehension skills intended to be developed for
the tenth graders.
2. Determining the effect of a(MOE) strategy on developing tenth graders
reading comprehension skills.
3. Measuring the effect size of a( MOE) strategy on reading skills as suggested
in this study.
1.6Significance of the study:
This study may be significant for the following
1. Curriculum designers: it provides them with a possibility to enrich English for
Palestine with activities based on (MOE) strategy.
2. Specialists and supervisors: it stimulates their interest in conducting training
courses for teachers to use (MOE) strategy in classes.
6

3. Teachers:

it helps them to create an effective English Reading learning

environment by adopting an innovate (MOE) strategy in teaching language
skills specially reading .
4. Tenth graders: it improves their reading comprehension skills through engaging
them in verbal and nonverbal activities.
1.7Definition of key terms:
Based on the related literature, the researcher states the following operational
definitions:
The effect is the degree of improvement in the learners' achievement test of
reading comprehension skills as a result of implementing the (MOE) strategy. It is
statistically measured by Eta square equation
Reading comprehension skills are: the cognitive abilities by which learners
interact with the narrative text in order to construct meaning and understand the content
through three levels:
-

Literal level; read on the lines, occurs when the learner reads and interacts with
the written form to recognize the main idea, indentify supporting details, scan
text for specific information, skim for the gist or general impression of texts,
recognize visual survival material, identify the main idea of a reading text, and
make predictions about reading text. At this level learners would not have to
understand the true meaning of a paragraph but they memorize the information
mentioned in the text.

-

Interpretive level; read between the lines, happens in case the learner has the
potential to read for deeper meaning in order to recognize to author's purpose,
deduce meaning to unfamiliar words using context, interpret information in
diagrammatic display, distinguish fact from opinion, develop awareness of
synonyms and antonyms, retell or summarize reading text, and read familiar
material with correct pronunciation. At this level, readers have already
memorized certain facts at the literal level and now they are attempting to see
the implication of the author's words.

-

Inferential level; read beyond the lines, exists when the learner reads and
realizes diverse concepts of the written texts in order to answer factual,
inferential question, make inferences about reading text recognize pronouns
7

referent, generate referential questions about reading text, determine whether
the ideas are true or false develop awareness of semantic fields, draw
conclusions, interpret information, and perceive implied meaning. In other
words, the learner does not simply read the word, but he reads ideas, thoughts
that spring from the relationship of various assertions.
-

Mantle of the Expert ( MOE ) strategy is a cross curricular system of learning
, run as an enterprise , in students' lesson time . It begins with an agreement
between teacher and students to take on functional ( Heathcote and Bolton 1995
: 23 ) roles as a group of people who are experts in running something , such as
a manufacturing or retail enterprise. Participants should be motivated by
problems and challenges that arise , creating asocial dimension to the work as
short term tasks are completed collaboratively .

-

The tenth graders: are female leamers aged between (15-16) and study English
for Palestine 10 text book at the Gaza Strip governmental schools.

1.8 Limitations of the study:
The study is applied in the first semester of the academic year (20162017). The sample of the study is the tenth female graders of Amena Bent
Wahab Secondary school in Rafah city.
The study is limited to teach English for Palestine 10 text book,
units(3,4,5) lesson (4), where the reading passages are available. The
experiment lasted for five weeks between November and December2016.
1.9Procedures of the study
To accomplish the objectives and to investigate the hypotheses of the study, the
following steps are followed:
1- Reviewing literature and previous studies related to (MOE) strategy reading
comprehension,
2- Analyzing the content of the suggested units, in English for Palestine 10 textbook to
determine the reading comprehension skills,
3- Preparing the teacher's guide based on the technique,
4- Designing the reading comprehension skills test,
5- Consulting the specialists and considering their comments for checking validity of
the test,
8

6- Applying the reading comprehension skills test on a pilot study to find the validity
and reliability of the test,
7- Choosing the sample of the study that includes the experimental group and the
control one.
8- Applying the pre test on the sample of the study and computing the results,
9- Implementing the experiment according to the teacher's guide on the experimental
group while the control one is taught by the ordinary method ,
10- Applying the post-test on the groups and recording the results.
11- Analyzing the data statistically by using appropriate statistical analysis, and
12- Interpreting the results of the study and giving suggestions and recommendation.
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Chapter Two
Theoretical Framework
Introduction
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first is concerned with issues related
to Mantle of the Expert (MOE) strategy: the definition, features of (MOE), benefits of
the strategy, guidelines for teaching reading lesson based on (MOE)for the tenth
graders. The second part deals with issues related to reading such as: definition, levels
of comprehension, reading lessons in English for Palestine 10 textbook and reading
comprehension skills.
Part one: Mantle of the Expert(MOE)
Mantle of the expert is the name that Dorothy Heathcote gave to her
revolutionary approach to education. Heathcote , now retired from her teaching
position at the University of New Castle upon Tyne, has developed this approach
throughout her half – century career as a lecturer, teacher, and author of educational
project,she states that classroom drama, at its simplest, harnesses our human ability to
play together for curriculum purposes (Dr. Brian Edmiston,2005,p.1)
In this part, the researcher displays definition of MOE, features and benefits of
(MOE) strategy .
2.1 Definition of Mantle of the Expert (MOE) strategy
There are many different definitions for (MOE) strategy.
The researcher displays some of these definitions below:
Heathcote (1995,p.1-2) indicates that mantle is not a cloak by which a person is
recognized. This is no garment to cover. It is used as a quality of leadership, carrying
standards of behavior, morality, responsibility, ethics and the spiritual basis of all
actions. The mantle embodies the standards which we ascribed. It grows by usage, not
garment stitching.
ViV Aitken (2010,p.35) defines Mantle of the Expert ( MOE ) as itevokes the
idea of learning growing like a mantle, or cloak, surrounding the learner. In some ways
the image resonates with the concept of feathered cloak, which is bestowed as a sign of
manar , or respect, knowledge and status.
Ruth Sayers (2012,p.77) describes Mantel of the Expert(MOE) as a crosscurricular system of learning , run as an enterprise , in students' lesson time , normally
11

over a lengthy time period such as a few weeks or a term and most often in the primary
school . It begins with an agreement between teacher and students to take on functional
roles as a group of people who are experts in running something such as a
manufacturing or retail enterprise .
Heathcote and Bolton(1995 p.viii) illustrate that MOE is designed to set up a
supportive, interpretative, and reflective community through introducing tasks.
The researcher of the current study can say that Mantle of the Expert Strategy
( MOE ) is an enterprise model of learning , with emphasis on tasks that need to be
completed for a fictional client. Participants should be motivated by problems and
challenges that arise creating a social dimension to the work as short term tasks are
completed collaboratively ( Heathcote and Bolton 1995 P. viii )
So , in order to help the reader imagine what MOE actually looks like in the
classroom , the researcher will describe an invented example here . The participants
might all be people who work for a holiday company who have been asked to explore
the possibility of opening up a new holiday destination by the owner of a hotel Chain .
The client is the owner of the hotel Chain and the expertise of each participant is
decided according to which element of the holiday company they elect to work in or
lead .Their discussion and enquiries would have a real quality to them . The breadth of
the curriculum would be accessible as they calculate distance , fuel to be used ,
locations , airports available , interest in the new destination , local attractions , etc .
They might need to devise marketing materials , surveys and reports.
To encourage students to participate , teacher could ask them to spend a day with
one of their relatives who works in a similar field of the lesson they are going to act ;
for example they could go to a bank manager and spend a day with him to acquire
some knowledge about being a bank manager such as his way of dealing with his
clients , his voice , his facial expressions , etc ……..
Then students are supposed to come to the class next day having the way of acting
the role of a bank manager according to what they had learnt before .
2.2 Features of Mantle of the Expert (MOE)
MOE is considered as an educational technique and authentic source of
knowledge because it is believable, memorable, and entertaining.
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To clarify the importance of (MOE) strategy ( Heathcote and Bolton (1995) )
state the following :
 When teachers use the (MOE) approach they create conditions in their
classrooms where children can learn most often as people do in their everyday
lives from and with others in activities that draw on and extend their existing
expertise.
 When students take on a " mantel" of expertise they adopt the viewpoint of an
older experienced adult who already has expertise and who is working to
acquire more expertise because of a particular project.


Opportunities for talking and writing – in- role , as adults through formal
meetings , telephone calls business discussions , film and media work report
writing and developing marketing materials can also be imagined within this
frame . These activities are not isolated , but are developed within the context of
an enterprise which is developed within the context of an enterprise which is
delivered with " real " time pressure and as a collaborative activity . ( Heathcote
and Bolton 1995,p.20)

Heathcote designed a model for teachers to use in order to help participants
gradually build belief in their engagement in the process . This consisted of five
levels :
 I do this .
 My motive is .
 I am interested in .
 My models are .
 This is how life should be ( Heathcote and Bolton, 1995 P. 20 )
 When students take on a mantle of expertise it means that they " frame" their
relationships with other people and with any area of study quite differently than
they tend to do when they see themselves as students.

2.3 Benefits of( MOE) Strategy:
Hebert(1982) feels that the significance of (MOE) is that the group is empowered to
change the context from the inside because they have a firm control over its
development.
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This might be described as a situation in which the teacher cannot give direct
information to an expert but instead must set up ways in which this expert will discover
what he / she knows whilst at the same time protecting him from the real awareness of
the fact that he does not as yet have this 'expertise' (Herbert.1982.p.10)
Edmiston (2007 p.4) reports other benefits of MOE strategy:
 (MOE) breeds engagement because it harnesses students enthusiasm and ability for
imagining that they are other people in a community (like agroup of archeologists)
doing the sort of interesting things that those people would like uncovering and
entering an ancient tomb as well as imaging the life of ancient Roman and Iceni
peoples .
 Over time,( MOE) develops Students' intrinsic motivation for curriculum study . In
our culture - ( EFL ) - you can notice that our students like very much to imitate the
adults by acting like them . So , if we give them this chance by using MOE strategy
in teaching English they will have the opportunity to express themselves .
 In addition to interacting in the actual world of the classroom, when using MOE
additional fictional contexts emerge that students are eager to enter and re-enter to
engage in certain activities.
 When students engage in self-motivated and collaborative activities they build their
identification as part of a community
 Students and teacher are always running a fictional ethical enterprise in MOE that
both build a sense of community and that is recursively created out of the sort of
interactions that become common-place in the existing classroom community.
 When teachers use the (MOE)Strategy they create conditions in their classrooms
where students can learn most often as people do in their everyday lives –from and
with others in activities that draw on and their existing expertise .
 Learning and teaching through (MOE) is always socially supported. Children can
always work with, or seek help from, other people who in the fictional context are
people with relevant expertise.
According to the researcher of the current study the benefits of MOE strategy are
obvious either for the teachers or the learners because they are the human beings in the
classroom who interact in doing the tasks. In reading lesson, comprehension is supposed
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to be the ultimate goal of reading. This will never happen unless the learners are
actively engaged in the classroom( Edmiston, 1999 p.1 ).
Therefore, the researcher of the current study suggests investigating(MOE)Strategy
for improving reading comprehension skills based on the assumption that (MOE)
serves as an effective strategy for developing literacy and reading comprehension skills
through verbal and nonverbal communication. Likewise, the researcher of the current
study chooses the tenth grade learners because she thinks they are mature enough to
participate in (MOE) experiences. Especially that female students like to be seen as
grown up ladies and experts. For example, they like to act like their mothers and
grandmothers.
In the following part, the researcher of the current study presents guidelines for
teaching reading by using (MOE) strategy.

2.4 Guidelines for teaching Reading Comprehension Skills by (MOE) strategy :
Nowadays, teaching and learning process becomes student-centered(Heathcoat and
Bolton,1995).Despite that, the teacher still plays a great role in the process of
interaction either it is between the teacher and the students or students-students or the
students and the classroom environment(Sayer,2012).
Dorothy Heathcoat ( October 2004 p3) clarifies significant guidelines which indicate
the role of the teacher in MOE strategy and she recommend the teacher to:
 Establish behaving the " as if we are experts " elements in the work. This
changes thinking and learning about things, to that thinking in which students
get from the matters of concern.
 Select the enterprise to provide mandatory controls and access to selected
curriculum. This means , in everyday life , people learn expertise as they live
their lives . This happens not only in their jobs ( that could be anything from
archaeologists to cleaners to teachers ), but also in their hobbies ( from
gardening or cooking to football supporting ) as well as in everyday activities (
like driving the car or cleaning the oven or , when we were younger , learning to
use a knife and fork ) .
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 There are eight kinds of enterprise each of which engages a different type of
client, and thus different demands, are made upon the thinking, language and
research skills of the teacher and students. The eight types of enterprise are :
 Servicing enterprise : bank, library, hospital, fire station etc..
 Manufacturing : factories, a dairy, a bakery fashion house.
 Charitable : OXFAM, Red cross, Greenpeace, National trust
 Regulatory situations : police stations, tax and immigration offices, prisons.
 Maintenance enterprises : plumbers, electricians, joiners.
 Arts establishments : theatre, photographic studios film makers…etc.
 Training establishments : any learning programmers related with human
endeavors.
 Nurturing circumstances : hospice – orphanage – blood bank etc …….
 Launch enterprise as if it already has a history and at this point some new
element is to be developed.
 Establish the enterprise through tasks
 All Mantle of the Expert establishments require of time and scope.
 Progress and deepen the work, whether short or long time .
 Test out tasks and trial and error.
 Explain ideas and tasks to each other.
 Show tasks: to consider purpose's to give facts to provoke concern, to abuse
interest, to raise issues and questions.
In the situation of the researcher's of the current study , a teacher may put her/his
students in different situations which are prepared earlier by choosing two or three
excellent students and giving them roles to be memorized. The students prepare
themselves in order to be the experts and other students to be clients . Students in this
case will be motivated by their interesting role in the play. Teacher can help them to
practice their roles and to be good at them.
For example, teacher may ask students to go to spend a day with a fire fighter to
learn how he works then come to the class and show other students .
From the other hand, these eight types cannot be done all by students in Gaza , that
is because the difficult circumstances we face in Gaza .
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So, teachers in Gaza can select what they can do with their students according to the
actual situation , and their interests and hobbies .
2.5 Elements of Mantle of the Expert (MOE) Strategy:
To give teachers the opportunity to imagine what is MOE strategy Ruth
Sayers(2012) suggests some elements to show how could we get benefits from this
strategy .
The following table suggests some elements and their definitions and what it means for
the learning.
Table (1)
Elements of Mantle of the Expert Strategy
Core element

Fictional context

"company"
"enterprise"
"responsible team"

Frame

Commission

Client

Definition

What it means for the learning

The children and their teacher agree
to operate together in a fictional
context using their imaginations to
" agree to see" or" pretend"
together.

The children and their teacher take
on a collective identity as members
of a collaborative enterprise or
company.
Sometimes this may not be a fully
realized " company" but some
other" responsible team" with a
common goal.
The enterprise or company is
framed as having a particular
specialism or point of view on the
issues being considered. Any
further roles adopted during the
drama are also" framed".
The enterprise or company is asked
to undertake a particular important
job.

The commission, or important job,
is for a very impotent (fictional)
client.

A fictional context means.
 Learning tasks are both playful and serious.
 There is dual awareness of both fictional and real
words(matrixes)
 Safety is ensured-there are no real word
consequences
 Learning is not bound by real-word limitation
(time, power, finance, age)
Taking on a collective identity means
 Learning in collaboration
 a shared sense of mission, values and morals
(e.g. through a mission statement)
 a shared past history of excellence
 Opportunities for kinesthetic response(e.g. ,
setting up office space)
 a real-world context.
 being framed as a certain " kind" of company
enhances collaboration and builds shared
perspectives.
 By framing roles, the teacher can increase or
decrease the intensity of the experience and
explore from a particular perspective( frame
distance).
The commission provides:
 Clearly expressed long-term learning goals-a
shared purpose.
 An authentic bounded inquiry.
Involving a client means:
 There is a clear purpose to the learning beyond
"for the teacher" or " for its own sake"
 A real- word context, that is relevant but safe
 High status, high stakes, high standards
 Having a sense of audience, which gives a sense
of obligation.

Adapted from Ruth Sayers ( 2012 )
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2.6 Mantle of the Expert can be summarized in the following diagram :

Drama for
learning

Inquiry
learning

Expert
Framing

Diagram(1) :The three pedagogic structures of Mantle of the Expert ( Heathcote and Bolton,1995 p.27 )

As the diagram shows that there are main three parts of the MOE strategy which are :
1. Drama for learning , in which students are required to act , pretend the role of
the expert , which is prepared earlier by the teacher .
2. Inquiry learning which means to ask that is the main role of other students ( to
be clients and ask the expert ) .
3. Expert Framing , in other words the situation or the context about which the
students have to play and act .
To explain what is the link between reading comprehension skills and that three parts
of the (MOE) strategy we have to know that reading is not just reading words and lines
it is a process in which students will use their background and activate it to
contextualize the text and act the role of the expert and that is what we mean by expert
framing in this stage students will put themselves in the frame in which they will
acquire their knowledge by asking professional people and spend time with them to
learn from them , that is what we mean by inquiry learning which leads to go deep in
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the understanding of reading texts , at the end students can take part of the play and be
experts that is the third part which is Drama for Learning ( Holings worth, A. 2007 )
To sum up , the three parts are essential for using and implementing the MOE strategy
and at the same time they are integrated with each other so we can't separate them .

2.7Stages of Reading Comprehension Lesson Based on (MOE)Strategy
The teacher of a MOE strategy should pay attention to the appropriate order of
the components of his / her lesson. Otherwise, mess will dominate the session.
Walker (2001,P.132) summarizes three stages in which the teaching process will be
successful as follows:

2.7.1 Stage one: Introduction
- In this stage, the learners are introduced to the new vocabulary of the text. There is no
set number of new items to be introduced in a given session, however, five is generally
considered the maximum number that can be effectively taught in a lesson. Limiting
the new words like this allows the teacher to focus on them and provide lots of
repetitions for the learners.
- The new words are written on the blackboard or cards where the learners can easily
see them, and translated into the learners native language if a shared native language is
available. If learners forget what a word means, they can glance at the board or the
cards and check the meaning at any time.
- The teacher selects to practice the new vocabulary using gestures or pictures. This
gives the learners the chance to recognize the phrases sound before hearing them in
context. It is also intended to keep the atmosphere of the class relaxed and conducive
for learning.
- Then the teacher elicits the learners using the target vocabulary through conducting a
variety of activities based on comprehensive question. ( see Appendix 3 , Teacher's
Guide )
- Depending on the learners. Responses to those questions lead to a scene often used as
the basis for reading passage.( see Diagram 1 )
- The emphasis on this stage is considered a brainstorming that facilitates acquisition of
the new items through display picture related to the reading passages, gives the learners
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feeling of confidence and provides them with sufficient repetitions to that we intend to
teach the learners by (MOE) strategy. ( Al Hassan, H.2005 )
- The goal of the introduction stage is to provide the new vocabulary in context which
suits the learners developmental level, interests and needs.
This lays the foundation for recognition the structures during the (MOE)Strategy time.
Such introduction is helpful in arousing learners interest, raising their curiosity and
attracting their attention. In this stage teacher could use Arabic to make the mession
clear and to get students' involvement in the play .

2.7.2 Stage two : presentation
- In this step, the teacher needs to make a personalization for each reading passage in
English for Palestine 10 Text book. He/she should plan, recognize the structures and
link the literacy vocabulary in order to present the content in an interactive way to suit
(MOE) strategy. In this stage teacher will prepare the script students are going to
memorize before the lesson and act in front of the class, teacher will depend on what
students acquire from their investigations of how they can act the role of expert .
- During preparation the reading passages of the tenth grade, the researcher takes into
account the following features that should be included in the lesson:
- Title and characters.
- Some questions from the students ( clients) to the expert ( the main student).
- Vocabulary matching the developmental level and needs of learners.
- It must be interesting and accompanied by some learner responses.
The researcher stresses the need to those elements that facilitate learners
comprehension of the reading passage. Such strategy can easily raise learners curiosity,
foster their thought processing and enhance various morals that teach them to be
responsible people.
 Throughout the presentation step, the teacher employs signaled features as body
language, voice and gestures. Using these tools ensures the success of teaching the
learners by using (MOE).
 The teacher tries to select actors who are not intimidated to keep the atmosphere as
relaxed and fun as possible.
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 Students at this stage can watch video on you tube as a kind of exploring and actual
reading to prepare themselves for the strategy .
2.7.3 Stage three: closure
- At the closure stage, the teacher summarize the whole situation in a brief form and
friendly relaxed atmosphere.
- Through the activities of this stage, the teacher focuses on giving feedback which is
vital for young learners' understanding and comprehension.
- Additionally, the researcher points out that the teacher may ask the learners questions
leading them to explore what the title is about. They may predict or make inferences
based on the passage. Also, Gallets (2005) agrees that students can meet the expert and
ask him some questions to get some hints about the text and its concept .
The learners are seen as very valuable resources, in which the teacher utilizes
dramatization to enhance and facilitates teaching and learning by promoting them
imitate sounds or movements, or even act out like actors.
The researcher has made use of the suggested lesson plan and she adopts diagram 2to
show the stages of MOE strategy lesson. This represents a series of states, conditions,
and activities that must occur to activate the interaction between the teacher and the
learners in each stage and the relationship between each stage and other stages.
Focusing attention

Asking leading
questions
Brainstorming

Presentation of
verbal explanation

Personalization
the content of the
passage

Presentation of
non- verbal
explanation

Conducting
activities
Feedback giving
Diagram (2): Stages of Reading comprehension lesson based on MOE strategy.
( Heathcoat and Bolton,1995 p.82 )
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Part Two : Reading
Reading is a process which needs the learner to interact with the text deeply
perceived and understood. It is strongly connected with the term comprehension since
the ultimate goal of all instructional reading is to enable learners to comprehend
different sorts of texts (Lenz,2005,5)
In this part, the researcher displays definitions of reading and levels of
comprehension.
2.8Definition of reading
Many definitions for reading are found in literature. The researcher provides
some of these definitions according to different points of views:
Abu Megly(2001,p.17) defines reading as realizing written symbols,
pronouncing them, translating the ideas, and understanding the text by interacting with
the words and responding to those symbols.
While AL-Hassan(2005, p.13) mentions that reading is a mental contemplative
process where the readers understand and interact with written symbols in order to take
advantage, solve problems, and use them in life situations.
According to Salah(2006, p.15)reading is a mental process which includes
psychological interpretation of symbols received by the reader through the eye and
requires a linking between personal experience and meanings of these symbols.
Al- Qurany (2009,p11) states that:
" Reading is sensory process in language which is linked to the linguistic
psychology where begins with writing symbols and ends at the sense explained by the
reader and this is the basic interaction between language and thinking in reading ".
It is clear from what has been mentioned above that reading is a process of
interaction between symbols and the reader intellectually, mentally, and visually, which
leads to identifying mental attitudes about reading and employing these attitudes in
shape of behavioral patterns which are directed by individual experiences.
Moreover, the researcher of the current study thinks that it is the most essential
skill needed to acquire knowledge which is based on a higher mental processes and
contains all the patterns of thinking, evaluation, analysis, reasoning , and problemsolving, not only an optical activity for understanding the significance of printed
symbols. So, the researcher assumes that reading is the cognitive abilities by which
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learners interact with the narrative text in order to construct meaning and understand
the content.
To clarify that, (Kibry,J.2006) suggests that to make students involve in real
reading they have to read to discover and re-build their knowledge so that they can
construct new experience which can be transferred into a shape of drama, that why
MOE strategy can be constructive way of reading comprehension .

2.9Levels of Comprehension
Reading is a thinking activity. ( Gold, J and Gibson , A.2001 ) This process
involves getting meaning from the printed words or symbols. It is expected that
learners would be able to read at different levels of meaning or comprehension. In this
case, many researchers classify levels of comprehension regarding different depths of
understanding and different analyses of what is meant. These are as follows:
Lynsky and Stillie (2000, P.43)Classifies the levels of reading comprehension
into five main levels:
-

Literal level in which the learners answer questions by direct reference to the text,
where the answers are explicitly stated in the passage.

-

Reorganization level in which the learners classify, and organize information
explicitly stated in the passage, where the data is collected from more than one
source.

-

Inferential level in which the learners detect information implied in a passage,
which demands thinking and deduction beyond the lines.

-

Evaluation level in which the learners interpret and evaluate the writer's
assumption through his opinion.

-

Appreciative level in which the learners respond to a passage with an awareness of
its language, usage, and emotion.
College (2004,p.1-3) divides the levels of comprehension into three levels:

-

Literal level, read on the lines: Here the learners attempt to get specific facts and
data from the text without need to understand the full meaning or see the
implication of these dates and facts applied to other situations; however, they
memorize the information.
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-

Interpretive level ( read between the lines): the learners attempt to understand what
the author means. It is presumed that they have already memorized certain facts at
the literal level and now they are attempting to see the implications of the author's
word between the lines.

-

Applied level or read beyond the lines: where the learners have already reached the
previous two levels and they are attempting to rise their thinking to critical level,
read between the lines, examine the message from the author, and attempts to
apply that message to other settings.
Megan(2006,p.17)differentiates between three levels o freading comprehension:
o Independent level; the higher level in which the learners engage in the
material and exhibit much higher rates of time on-task.
o Frustration level; the lowest level, in which the learners continue exhibit
high rates of off- task behavior through classroom tasks.
Franz,v (2009,p.2) sorts reading comprehension into four levels
o Independent level; the highest level, in which the readers observe fluent
reading, personal satisfaction, and freely selected materials.
o Instructional level; the highest level of teaching, in which the readers do
independent work with the help of their teacher.
o Frustration level; the lowest level, in which the readers tackle obvious
difficulties cause confusion, frustration and tension in the reading
situation.

-

Capacity level; the highest level of information, in which the learners cannot
receive any more date.
Abed El Qader (2012,p.8) shapes reading comprehension skills into three
levels:

-

Literal level; reading on the lines, in which the learners answer surface question.
o Interpretive level, i.e. reading between the lines, in which the learners
analyze the information of the text.
o Critical level, that is reading beyond the lines, which the learners
recognize and judge the given information in the text.
In the light of the above mentioned divisions, the researcher categorizes reading
comprehension skills into three levels:
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o Literal level or read on the lines: this occurs when the learner reads and
interacts with the written form to recognize the main idea, identify
supporting details, scan text for specific information, skim for the gist or
general impression of text, recognize visual survival material, identify
the main idea of a reading text, and make predictions about reading text.
At this level, the learners would not have to understand the true meaning of a
paragraph but they memorize the information mentioned in the text.
-

Interpretive level; read between the lines, happens in case the learner has the
potential to read for deeper meaning in order to recognize the author's purpose,
deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using context, interpret information in
diagrammatic display, distinguish fact form opinion, develop awareness of
synonyms and antonyms, retell or summarize reading text, and read familiar
material with correct pronunciation. At this level, readers have already memorized
certain facts at the literal level and now they are attempting to see the implications
of the author's words.

-

Inferential level; read beyond the lines, exists when the learner reads and realizes
diverse concepts of the written language text in order to answer factual, inferential
questions, make inferences about reading text, recognize pronouns referent,
generate referential questions about reading text, determine whether the ideas are
true or false, develop awareness of semantic fields, draw conclusions, interpret
information, and perceive implied meaning. In other words, the learner does not
simply read the words but he reads ideas, thoughts that spring from the relationship
of various assertions.
The researcher has benefited from these levels in designing the content
analysis card, the comprehension test, and the teacher's guide.( See Appendix 3 )
At the end of this part, the researcher of the current study offers issues
related to English for Palestine 10 such as the components of the text book and
general and specific skills of reading lessons for 10th grade ( see Teacher's Guide ,
Appendix 3 ) .
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2.10 English for Palestine 10 syllabus :
English for Palestine 10 consists of 2 books :Book A and Book B . Each book has
6 units, each unit consists of (12) periods aiming at developing learners
competence in the four language skills : listening, speaking, reading and writing.
The structure of each unit is : clarified in Teachers Guide for English for Palestine
10 as follows :
Period (1)
This is an attractive two-page spread with a relatively large number of pictures.
These help to make the meaning of the vocabulary and grammar clear. At the start
of this period asset of vocabulary is presented. Most of this is new vocabulary for
the students, but in some cases previously seen vocabulary is included.
The students then read and listen to a passage .There is less emphasis on a story in
these passages than in previous levels but there are some recurring characters
often, however, the episode focuses on a theme of interest and relevance to the
students, without the use of these recurring characters. The passage always
includes all the words in the new vocabulary set, as well as examples of the first
new grammar of the unit.
Period(2)
The students revise the new vocabulary set, using a gap-fill activity. Then they
read the story episode again, this time for reading comprehension.
They answer a set of questions, then in pairs they discuss an issue related to the
content of the story. ( See Appendix 3 )
Period (3)
This period introduces the first grammar point. In most units, this is grammar that
has already been seen which lays the foundation for new related grammar points.
Period (4) Reading Practice
This is a second two-page spread in the unit. As with period (1), it uses pictures to
help make the meaning of the vocabulary and grammar clear.
This period starts with the second new set the period focuses on developing
reading skills .
-

The researcher will apply MOE strategy to this period in the units3,4,5, as it
contains the main reading passage , which can be taught by MOE strategy.
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Period (5)
This period continues the focus on reading skills. First the students practice the
new vocabulary with a variety of gap-fill type activities.
Period(6)
This period focuses on vocabulary building. The students do a series of word –
building and grouping activities, such as word networks. Using suffixes, prefixes
and other word patterns.
Period (7)
This period introduces the second grammar point of the unit. As in period (3), this
may be new grammar or an extension of previously-seen grammar.
Period (8)
This period focuses on consolidating and practicing the first and Second grammar
points. The students do a variety of practice activities, including gap-fills, writing
sentences from cues, personalization and speaking activities in pairs.
Period (9)
This period usually focuses on developing listening skills, such as following
instructions, listening for specific information and taking notes.
Period (10)
In this period, the students are guided through a sequence of activities leading to
the unit task.
This involves work with the grammar and vocabulary from the unit, and it requires
the students to use personalization and/or imagination with the language.
Period(11)
In this period the students read an episode of the graded reader. The students are
guided through a sequence of skills activities involving scanning and intensive
reading.
Period (12)
This is the Second period that uses the episode of the graded reader.
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2.10 Reading Comprehension Skills :
Reading comprehension skills allow learners to read proficiently to learn
effectively, to solve problems, to strategize, to conceptualize, and succeed in life.
( Mokhtar et al. 2010 )
Reading comprehension skills are based on earlier stage of reading
development, including oral reading and reading fluency. Without developing these
earlier reading skills learners must continually focus on decoding letters and words,
rather than progression to meaning and understanding (Razi,2004 p.19),
According to the Ministry of Education Handbook (1999,p.16-17), there are general
skills of reading comprehension for tenth grade as follow:
-

Comprehend basic facts in the text.

-

Obtain information from a text make a summary.

-

Discover relationships, concept, or generalization in written texts.

-

Use knowledge generated from text in relevant real-live situations.

-

Access background information necessary for proper text comprehension by
using the appropriate strategies and skills.

-

Read critically, i.e. to form opinions and make judgments about text.

-

Indentify the organizational pattern of text

-

Enjoy and appreciate target language literature.

-

Recognize special linguistic features of texts.

-

Identify intention, attitude, and bias in texts.

-

Respond sensitively to texts with diverse social, historical and cultural
dimensions.

-

Project the reader's personal experiences and knowledge do the word onto the
text.

Otherwise, the Ministry of Education (1999) assigns certain skills for reading to be
achieved. So, reading passages and topics are carefully chosen with different themes of
text; from fiction to factual, from diagrams to recipes. In addition, the students' levels
and age are taken into consideration. This variety of topics encourages the teacher to
use variety of techniques and teaching methods.
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The researcher of the current study also thinks that the teachers of English should be
aware of these skills to help learners in achieving the objectives of teaching and
learning reading in English as a foreign language.
To conclude, reading is an outcome of integrated visual and cognitive processes, and it
involves activating many areas of brain. This can be achieved when learners feel
confident and motivated as they will be taught according to their strengths ( Rasinski
and Padak, 2000, p28). As a result, the researcher of the current study adopts Mantel of
Expert strategy to investigate if it activates reading comprehension skills because she
notices that most teachers in Gaza are teaching reading comprehension by ordinary
techniques which are teacher-centered approach, by giving some pre and while reading
questions and use silent reading without encouraging students to talk or play any active
role of the current study. Otherwise, in (MOE) strategy students will have the
opportunity to be active in acquiring the knowledge then use to dramatize the reading
text in a very interesting way .

Summary
The researcher of the current study presented this chapter in two parts. The first part
concerned with(MOE) strategy, the features of( MOE) strategy the benefits of( MOE)
strategy and guidelines for teaching reading by( MOE) strategy, elements of the( MOE)
strategy and stages of reading lesson based on( MOE) strategy for tenth graders.
The second part included definition of reading, levels of reading comprehension
skills, ( See Abd Al Qader, w 2012, P.8) reading lesson in English for Palestine 10
curriculum, and reading comprehension skills.
The following chapter will deal with previous studies related to reading
comprehension skills and( MOE) strategy.
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Chapter Three
Previous Studies
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Chapter Three
Previous Studies
This chapter includes two domains of previous studies. The First one deals with
the studies related to teaching by (MOE) strategy. The second domain presents studies
related to reading comprehension skills. Some of these studies are local, others are
from the Arab world , and the rest are international .

3.1 Studies related to Teaching by (MOE)Strategy
Having reviewed the relevant literature, the researcher has figured that the field of
language and learning is poor in studies concerning implementing an innovation
techniques used to develop reading comprehension skills.
So, this domain deals with the independent variables of the current study, i.e. the MOE
strategy. The following studies tackles different subject matters and fields in different
school levels .
Sayer's(2012)
It examines the educational drama practice of Dorothy Heathcote , who died in
October 2011,and defines Mantle of the Expert as a model of learning and teaching that
she invented and developed ' as her legacy '.It views this model through a historical
and political framework. There is a critical reflection on the failure of Heathcote earlier
models to become mainstream drama practice in schools. Explanations are offered,
such as recurring debates about the nature and function of educational drama , political
pressure on curriculum design and a shift of interest from educational drama towards
applied theatre
Mantle of the Expert is examined critically through case study methodology, as
situated learning system and cross curricular teaching tool . Interviews and
observations with teaching, head teachers and other participants using the model in
schools are analyzed and findings presented. The feature of the system as it is being
practiced and examined to establish whether or not a single version can be identified .
The researcher of the current study benefited from this study in designing the scripts of
reading texts in the light of elements and features of the strategy .
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DuPont(2010)
This study aims to measure the growth of reading comprehension skills of fifth-grade
remedial reading students after their exposure to a treatment of creative drama
integrated with students literature reading material.

Three groups, comprised the

sample in this study. Group (1)read selected children literature stories and participated
in creative dramatic activities. Group (2) read and discussed , by traditional methods,
the same children literature stories as Group (1).Group (3) continued with their normal
chapter curriculum during The treatment period .
The groups were given the Metropolitan Reading comprehension Test (MAT6) as preand post tests.
Additionally ,Group 1and2 were given weekly criterion _ referenced tests.
ANOVA showed that Group 1 achieved significant mean gain scores at The 0,05 level
on the MAT6 ,whereas the other groups showed no gain from pre test to post -test.
Analysis of the weekly criterion -referenced test showed that Groups mean scores were
significantly mean scores on four of the six tests given.
The researcher of the current study benefited from this study in the statistical
measurements .
ALbalawi (2014)
This study investigates the influence of reading English subject using drama on the
development of intermediate studies creative thinking . The sample population of the
study comprises two randomly selected first year intermediate classes of the 33
intermediate female school in Tabuk one class of 24 students has been assigned to be
control group . The other class of 23 students has been assigned to be experimental.
Upon review of related literature and previous studies, 4 dramatic teaching
scenes were prepared in the light of drama for each lesson in unit 10 (the body) of first
year intermediate English subject. Tool (Torrance creative thinking test ) was adopted
upon review of literature and reliability of the tools have been measured applying the
pre-test of creative thinking for both control and experimental group . The control
group has been taught using the traditional way of teaching whereas the experimental
group has been taught using drama. The post - test of creative thinking applied by the
end of teaching the assigned unit . Data was statistically analyzed. Results have been
discussed Based on results recommendations and suggestions have been occurred.
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The researcher of the current study benefited from this study in designing the tools of
the study and the reading comprehension test .
Gungor (2008(
The purpose of this research is to study the effects of drama and traditional methods on
primary school students, use of reading strategies, on their attitudes toward reading,
and on their perceptions of the drama method . A pre-and post -tests experimental
design with the control group was employed for this study. The drama technique was
used in the experimental group and traditional teaching methods in the control group .
The research was conducted on 5th grade students (experimental =28, control =28 ) of
a Turkish language l course at a state elementary school in Izmir, Turkey .
Research data was collected through semi - structure interview technique and'
The scale for Attitudes Towards Reading', both of which have been developed by the
researcher . The data analysis indicates that the drama method is more effective than
traditional methods with respect to strategy use . There is significant difference
between the group in its items of attitude towards reading.
In addition, it has been determined that studies in the experimental group have
positive perception of the drama method .
Al Kakhann and Hania (2008 )
This study aimed at measuring the effect of using drama in teaching Arabic syntax on
the achievement among tenth grade female students compared with teaching them by
the traditional class method . The study used selective sampling . The sample consisted
of (120) female tenth grade students from two schools . The sample was chosen from
four sections. The students are divided equally into an experimental group ( 60 female
students ) and control group ( 60 female students ) . The experimental group was
thought the syntax by using drama whereas the control group was thought by the
traditional method . The text-based instructional material for the experimental group
was prepared by the researchers from a unit in Arabic syntax textbook for the tenth
grade . To answer the study questions the researchers prepared an achievement test
which was administrated for both the experimental and the control groups .For data
analysis , the researchers used ANCOVA to compare the post-test score means of the
experimental and the control groups after removing the impact of the pre-test score .
The study found that there were statistically significant differences between the
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achievements of the two groups at ( α ≤ 0.05 ) in a favor of the experimental group ,
which had been instructed through the drama method designing .
Commentary
Concerning the aforementioned studies, the focus is on implementing new
strategy to develop reading comprehension skills .
ALbalawi (2014) and Alkakhann's are Arab studies, while other studies are
foreign studies, such as David farmer, Sayers

(2012),Sherry DuPont

(2010)

Gungor,Arzu (2008).
Those studies examine the effectiveness of drama and arrive at a beneficial role
of the strategy on reading sub-skills. This belief motivates the researcher to investigate
the impact of (MOE) strategy in enhancing reading comprehension skills of the
Palestinian students.
The previous studies state that understanding the relationship between reading
comprehension and( MOE) strategy is helpful for both teachers and students .
The current study benefits from those studies in terms of :
writing the theoretical framework and the introduction of the study, designing the
instruments of the study, selecting the appropriate research design for this study, using
appropriate statistical analysis to analyze the data statistically and interpreting the
results and giving recommendations and suggestions .
The current study agrees with these studies to some extent as Sherry DuPont (2010),
Dr-Bashayer ALbalawi

(2014 (Gungor , Arzu

(2008) because they depend on

experimental design. Population and sample of the previous studies are different from
one study to another in number, gender and age , whereas the tools of the previous
studies are vary and different from one study to another in number and type of tools.
The researcher benefits of Sherry DuPont
(2014) and Gungor, Arzu

(2010),Dr Bashayer ALbalawi

(2008) in the tools of the study and the statistical

measurements especially in finding the effect by using Blake Modified gain Rank. All
the previous studies are applied in different countries while the current study is
conducted in Palestine .
Dr.Bashayer ALbalawi (2014) and Gungor, Arzu (2008) and the current study used
the same strategy which is Drama (MOE is a kind of drama )
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There is a close relation between Dr-Bashayer ALbalawi

(2014) as both tackles

reading comprehension by using the same technique .
The researcher benefits of Dr-Bashayer ALbalawi(2014),Gungor Arzu (2008)
and Al kakhann and Hania (2008) in the statistical measurements, experimental design
and theoretical framework.
The current study differs from the previous studies in which the population of
the study is female students of tenth grade (EFL) who are considered to be in need for
developing their skills. Moreover, this study is carried out in a remote area (Rafah)
where students are in severing need for care and interest. It is considered to be,
according to the researcher knowledge , the first in Palestine which focused on teaching
reading comprehension skills by( MOE) strategy .
3.2Studies Related to Teaching Reading Skills
This domain deals with some previous studies conducted to identify the effectiveness
of using different techniques and strategies on developing the students'reading
comprehension skills which is the dependent variable of the current study.
Abed El Qader (2012)
This study is designed to investigate the influence of adapting computerized packages
on developing reading skills for the sixth graders at UNRWA schools in Gaza
Governorates. In order to achieve the aim of this study, the researcher adopts the quasiexperimental approach. The sample of the. study consists of (80) students which is
purposefully chosen from the students at the humanities stream. The experimental
group that includes (40) students is taught by computerized packages, while the control
group that includes (40) students is taught reading skills by ordinary method. An
achievement test is designed and served as a pre-post test. The results of the
achievement test are statistically analyzed by using the size effect. The study results
have indicated that there are statistically significant differences at the levels of ( α ≤
0.05) between the average scores of the control and the experimental group due to the
method in favor of the experimental group. The results also have proved that there are
significant differences at the level (α ≤ 0.05) between the average scores of the
experimental group in the pre and post- tests in favor of the post test. Based on the
findings, Abed El Qader recommends that the teacher of English should adopt
computerized packages in teaching English in general and in teaching reading in
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particular. The current study has benefited from Abed El Qader’sstudy in writing the
theoretical framework, designing the instruments, and selecting the appropriate
statistical analysis.
The researcher of the current study benefited from this study in writing the theoretical
framework and the research design .
El-Kahlout (2010)
This study aims to examine the effectiveness of using guided discovery approach on
developing reading comprehension skills for the eleventh graders in Gaza governorates.
In order to achieve the aim of the study, the researcher adopts an experimental research
design. The sample of the study consists of (77) students which is purposefully chosen
from the students at the humanities stream. The experimental group includes (39)
students is taught the reading comprehension from the English for Palestine textbook at
units (7-8-9-10) by guided discovery, while the control group that includes(38) students
is taught reading comprehension by an ordinary way. An achievement test is designed
and served as a pre- post test. The results of the achievement test are statistically
analyzed by using T-test paired -sample to measure the differences between the
performance of the experimental group in the pre and the post tests. The study results
have indicated that there are statistically significant differences at (α≤ 0.05) between
pre and post test of the experimental group in reading comprehension skills in favor of
the posttest. The results also proved that there are significant differences at (α≤ 0.05)
between the levels of reading comprehension skills for the experimental group
compared with the control group. Based on the findings, El-Kahlout recommends the
teacher of English to adapt guided discovery in teaching English in general and in
teaching reading in particular. The current study has benefited from El-Kahlout's study
in writing the theoretical framework, designing the content analysis card, and selecting
the appropriate research design.
Haboush (2010)
This study aims to investigate the effectiveness of a suggested program based on
Multiple Intelligences (MI) theory on eighth graders’ English reading comprehension
skills. The targeted skills are skimming, scanning, making inferences and knowing the
meaning of words through context and sequencing. To achieve this aim, the researcher
employs a representative sample of 65 EFL male students studying at Al-Zaitoun
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Preparatory ‘A’ Boys’ School which is run by UNRWA in Gaza Strip. The participants
are divided into two equivalent groups: a control group of (32) students, and an
experimental one of (33) students. Regarding the instrumentations, an achievement test
and weekly quizzes, for the purpose of formative evaluation, are administered. Being
used as a pre-test, the achievement test is meant to prove groups equivalence. Besides,
it has been used as a post test to measure any possible differences between the target
groups. The collected data are analyzed statistically. The findings indicate that there are
statistically significant differences between both groups, in favor of the experimental
one due to the program implemented. Additionally by implementing the effect size
equation, the study reveals that the program has a medium effect size in favor of the
experimental group.
Therefore, Haboush recommends using of the program on the same reading skills.
Moreover, he recommends that the use of MI theory on other language skills and other
school subjects as well. The current study has benefited from Haboush's study in
writing the introduction and interpreting the results.
Abu Shamla (2009)
This study examines the effectiveness of a suggested program based on prior
knowledge to develop eighth graders' reading comprehension skills. The researcher
uses four instruments; a checklist, a questionnaire, an achievement test, and the
suggested program. The sample of the study is consisted of (80) students. The
experimental group that includes (40) students is taught by the suggested program,
while the control one that includes (40) students is taught by the ordinary method. The
results are statistically analyzed using T-test to the differences between the groups in
the posttest. The findings reveal that there are significant differences between the two
groups in the favor of the experiment one due to the use of prior knowledge activation
before reading.
Abu Shamla recommends that teachers should activate the students' prior knowledge
before applying the activities of reading comprehension. The current study has
benefited from Abu Shamla's study in writing the theoretical framework and the
introduction, designing the instruments, and using the statistical analysis.
Hamdan (2009)
This study investigates the effect of using linguistic games on seventh graders’ reading
comprehension skills. The targeted skills are translation, extrapolation, and
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interpretation. The sample of the study has consisted of 140 students divided into
4groups, 2 male groups, and 2 female ones studying at preparatory schools in the
middle area of Gaza. Two of them have represented the experimental groups and the
others have represented the control ones. Through a pre-test, the researcher proves
group equivalence and any possible differences in achievement among the groups are
measured through a post test. Collected data analysis has revealed that both groups,
male and female; demonstrate more achievement than the control ones in terms of
translation, extrapolation and interpretation skill. Based on the positive findings,
Hamdan recommends the implementation of linguistic games on other language skills.
The current study has benefited from Hamdan’s study in terms of giving
recommendations and suggestions.
Badr El-Deen (2009)
This study tests the effectiveness of the assisted extensive reading program on
developing reading comprehension strategies namely: skimming, scanning, guessing
meaning of words in context and inference for ninth graders in Gaza governorates. The
sample of the study comprises three groups, two groups as experimental groups and the
third group as a control one. The study examines the improvement of reading
comprehension strategy for the first experimental group who receives training
compared to the second group who receives treatment with the training strategy and
extensive reading program. The control group receives no treatment. The experiment
lasts for nine weeks of extensive reading program. An achievement test is used as pre
and post-test, and a statistical analysis is conducted to treat the data. The results of the
pre- post test Show that the assisted extensive reading program proves to be the most
efficient in developing reading comprehension strategies. On the other hand, the
ordinary method is ineffective in that students made very little progress at all levels.
Comparing the scores, it has been found that the second group who receives both
training strategy and extensive reading program is always superior to the other two
groups, and group one who is received strategy training only achieves some program
aims but it is not significant if compared with the scores of the control group. Bader ElDeen recommends that extensive reading program should be conducted at schools and
training courses should be activated for teachers. The current study has benefited from
Badr El-Deen's study in designing the instruments and writing the theoretical
framework.
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Lamon’s (2008)
This study is conducted to improve reading achievement through increasing
motivation. The study involves twenty-six students; seventeen second-grade students,
four first-grade students, four third-grade students, and one fifth-grade student.
The researcher uses four tools to collect data which are a student attitude survey, a
teacher questionnaire, accelerated reader scores and data from the measure of academic
progress reports. The students' attitude survey shows that motivation and interest in
reading are areas of weakness and need to be improved. The teacher questionnaire
shows that a teacher's experience correlates to confidence and ability in the area of
reading instruction. The researcher implements intervention strategies fiom the
research and reading parties, where students read a variety of materials in a funny
environment at their levels. They also taught specific skills to give students strategies
to become powerful readers. The final strategy is to teach students how to make text-toself connections, and to motivate them engaging reading. The current study has
benefited from Lamon's study in writing the theoretical framework.
Neumann et a1. (2008)
This study has implemented oral reading fluency-based interventions for the purpose of
improving students‘ reading comprehension. 18 students are participated in this study,
six students in third grade; six students in fifth grade, and six students in sixth grade.
The researchers use the following tools to document evidence; Dynamic Indicators of
Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS), Oral Reading Fluency(ORF), a student survey,
and a comprehension based assessment (Choose-a-Title). The researchers find that the
documentation tools have provided information that indicates two problems within
reading instruction. First they find that some students are deficient in decoding skills
and their reading fluency is negatively impacted due to a lack of automaticity. The
researchers also have founded that successful decoding does not ensure adequate
comprehension. Some students, who read fluently, lack the comprehension skills
required to determine the main idea. Those students need direct instruction to develop
comprehension strategies. In the research project the researchers provide opportunity to
engage in repeated reading of enjoyable materials such as poetry and reader's theater
dialogues. These lessons combined decoding skills with instruction relating to main
idea, supporting details, and sequence. The data reveals that students' positive
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responses are decreasing. They also conclude that oral reading fluency interventions
have a positive impact upon this component of reading. At the end, the researchers
recommend standarsized form of assessment as opposed to a teacher created tool. The
current study has benefited from Neumann's study in writing the theoretical framework.
Thabet (2008)
This study aims to investigate the effect of using two Cooperative learning techniques
on developing the reading and listening comprehension skills of theeight graders versus
the ordinary method. The study is experimental design in whicheighty-eight students
enrolled from the eighth grade at Gaza preparatory "A" girl's schoolsare involved in the
study. The sample is randomly assigned to either the experimental orthe control group,
each consisting of (44) students. The experimental group is taught byjigsaw and
collective learning, the control group is taught by the traditional method. Thestudy
results indicate that there are statistically significant differences between the pre
andpost-test of the experimental group in reading and listening skills due to the
technique. Thestudy confirms the importance of using new techniques in teaching. The
current study hasbenefited from Thabet's study in selecting the appropriate research
design and usingsuitable statistical analysis.
Hollingsworth (2007)
This study investigates the effect of cooperative learning onreading comprehension for
the first and second grade. The sample of the study is (51)students form the first and
second graders, (28) elementary teachers. Participants of (184)are chosen from the
families of the (51) graders. The tools of the study are a survey for thestudents, a
comprehension checklist for a narrative text and comprehension checklist for
anexpository text. The researcher assumes that low test scores, poor decoding skills,
and lackof ability to answer comprehension questions appropriately characterized the
main factorsto the problems of low reading comprehension. To test this assumption, the
researcherimplements specific reading comprehension strategies through the use of
cooperativelearning groups, guided reading, and reader‘s theater. The results show that
cooperative learning, as a method of teaching, is a valuable in helping students to learn
comprehensionstrategies and encouraging positive interactions among peers. Moreover,
the studentsachieve academic success by increasing their levels and knowledge of
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comprehensionskills. The study recommends that increasing enthusiasm and
motivation helps to achieveand create positive attitude towards reading.
The current study has benefited fromHollingsworth's study in writing the theoretical
framework.
McKown and Barnett (2007)
This study is conducted to improve readingcomprehension for second and third grade
students by using high-order thinking skillssuch as predicting, connections, visualizing,
inferring, questioning and summarizing. Theresearchers use three tools to assess the
changes of the students‘ learning; metcomprehension strategy, state snapshots of early
literacy test, ready‘s practice readingcomprehension test, and the teacher observation
checklist. The sample is (65) studentsdivided into two groups: (33) from the second
grade and (32) students from the third grade.
The strategies of met comprehension are first modeled by the researchers through
thinkingaloud process and the use of graphic organizers. Next the strategies are
practiced by thewhole class, then small groups, and finally independently. The
strategies are introducedand practiced over a sixteen weeks period ended with an
assessment. The results show asignificant increase in students' knowledge of reading
comprehension strategies. Thestudies recommend that implementing different
strategies would raise students' readingcomprehension skills.
The current study has benefited from McKown and Barnett's studyin giving
recommendations.
Murphy (2005)
This study aims to examine the effect of a costumed-design of Englishlanguage
proficiency and interaction on developing reading comprehension skills foruniversity
students who learn English as a second language in Japan. The studyhypothesizes that
pair work will be more effective for promoting comprehension of reading atext than
individual work. The second hypothesis states that feedback results in higherlevel of
understanding of a reading text. The third hypothesis is that students with
higherproficienlcy studying in pairs demonstrate higher in a comprehension text than
others. Thestudents are divided into groups: some students work in pairs and some
alone. Theinteraction is promoted through pair work at a single computer program and
providingelaborative feedback in formative hints about incorrect answers as a mean of
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stimulatingdiscussion. The students are enhanced by online material to promote
interaction betweenthem as they completed a multiple choice reading comprehension
exercises. Quantitativeresults show that the interaction between the type of feedback
and manner of study,individual or pair work, is statistically significant. Students
perform best on following upcomprehension exercises in pairs and have been provided
with an elaborative feedback.
Furthermore, qualitative analysis of transcribed interactions also shows that elaborative
feedback is conducive to quality interaction. The study recommends that the designer
cancater for different level of language proficiency by providing feedback that may
promoteboth reading comprehension and interaction. They Can also offer different
forms offeedback to promote preferences. The current study has benefited from
Murphy's study inwriting the theoretical framework and the introduction.
Woolley's (2005) study presents a description of the reading comprehensiondifficulties
in the fourth grade at Australian schools. The researcher clarifies the reasonsfor these
problems. However, most of the problems are not linked to factors such assensory
acuity deficits or socioeconomic disadvantage, but many of them may be related
tolanguage difficulties. The researcher suggests strategies that are applied to overcome
thedifficulties

of

reading

comprehension

skills

and

teach

practice.

The

researcherrecommends that teachers should use a number of strategies to promote
cognitivecompetence, motivation and social interaction. They should be provided with
anabundance of interesting reading materials, provided with choice, and be able to
share anddiscuss their reading. The current study has benefited from Woolley's study in
givingrecommendations and suggestions.
According

to

the

aforementioned

studies,

the

focus

is

on

developing

readingcomprehension skills in English as a foreign language. Some of these studies
are local suchas Abed El Qader‘s (2012), El-Kahlout’s (2010), Haboush’s (2010), Abu
Shamla's (2009),Hamdan's (2009), Badr El-Deen's (2009) and Thabet's (2008). The
others are from foreigncountries such as Lamon (2008), Neumann’s et al (2008),
Hollingsworth‘s (2007),McKown and Barnett's (2007), Murphy’s (2005) and
Woolley‘s (2005). Those studiesexamine the effectiveness of different approaches and
techniques on developing readingcomprehension sub-skills. This reflects that the
researchers always search for findingsolutions for difficulties in teaching reading
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comprehension in English. So that the currentstudy concentrates on implenireating a
MOE strategy on developing reading
comprehension skills for the 10th graders in English for Palestine
3.3 General Commentary on the Previous Studies
The researcher reviews various studies directly relevant to the theme of this study.
As a result, this has enriched the researcher's background and widens her understanding
inthis regard. The researcher finds that the obtained studies are beneficial for her study.
Theyare conducted by different researchers in different countries and adopted different
kinds oftools to achieve their aims. There are relationships, similarities and differences,
betweenthese studies and the current one, the following points are given:
Concerning the first section which focuses on reading comprehension skills, the
followingpoints are noticed:
 They highlight the importance of reading comprehension with the combination
of the other language skills.
 The sample of the studies is among school students young and adult.
 Different innovated methods are suggested to deal with reading and the results
show the superiority of those innovated methods over the traditional methods.
 The results of many previous studies revile the existence of a general weakness
inreading comprehension at all levels which support the necessity of this study.
Regarding the second section which deals with (MOE) Strategy, thefollowing points
are noticed:
 The studies of this domain tackle different levels of students.
 The studies agree on the superiority of (MOE) strategy
 (MOE) strategy is a powerful tool that enhances learning in all fields.
 The previous studies state that understanding the relationship between reading
comprehension and (MOE) strategy is helpful for both teachers andstudents.
The current study benefits from those studies in:
 writing the theoretical framework and the introduction of the study,
 designing the instruments of the study, such as content analysis card and
Reading Comprehension Test .
 selecting the appropriate research design for this study,
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 using appropriate statistical analysis to analyze the data statistically, and
interpreting the results and giving recommendations and suggestions.
This chapter reviews some previous studies related to MOE strategy shows to what
extent the researcher benefits from those studies and how the current study is different
from those studies. The chapter also presents studies related to reading comprehension
skills and how the researchers dealt with these skills by implementing different
techniques and strategies. The next chapter will review research design and
methodology of the study.
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Chapter Four
Research Design and Methodology
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Chapter Four
Research Design and Methodology
Introduction

This chapter contains the procedures followed throughout the study.
It introduces a complete description of the research design , the population , the sample,
the instrumentation , and the statistical treatment of the data.

4.1 Research design
The study adopts the quasi-experimental approach which requires two groups of
the students , an experimental group and a control one (AbuAlam , 2007 , p.185).
This is due to the nature of the research which aims at finding the effectof the MOE
strategy on developing reading comprehension skills. To achieve the aims of this study,
two groups are chosen , an

experimental one and a control one. The experimental

group is taught reading comprehension by using MOE strategy through the activities
prepared by the reseacher in the form of ateacher's guide and lesson plan(see teacher's
guide,Appendix 3 ), while the ordinary method is used with the control group. By the
end of the experiment , the post test is applied for the two groups and the results are
analyzed .

4.2 Population of the study
Thepopulation of the study consists of all the female tenth graders at the
governmental schools in Rafah enrolled in the first semester of the academic year (
2016- 2017 ) . The population of the study includes (1408) female learners in the tenth
grade, in Rafah Governorate .

4.3 Sample of the study:
A smaple of (84) femal students is purposefully chosen from Amena Bent
Wahab school for Girls in Rafah city. The reseacher chooses two classes :The first
class of (42) students as an experimental group and the second of (42) students as a
control group . Furthermore , the sample is chosen from the same school to be similar
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in the social , cultural , economic and academic levels. Table (2) shows distribution of
the study sample.
Table (2)
Distribution of the study sample
Experimental Group

Control Group

42

Total

42

84

To assert the equivalence of both groups, namely the experimental and the control
group in their achievement of English language in general , T- test is usedto measure
the statistical differences between the two groups . The researcher relies on the school
records of the results in the First mid - Term Exam.

Table (3)
T-test Results of Controlling Achievementin English Language
Variable

Sample

No.

Achievement Experimental 42
of

English

Language

Control

42

Mean
66,3
65,4

Std.
Deviation

T. value

15,72
14,19

0,284

Sig . level

Not sig at
0,05

"T" table value at (82) df (0,05) sig level equal 2,00

Table (3) indicates that the computed T is less than the tabulated T. This means that
there are no statistically significant differences between the means of experimental and
control group.

This assures that the two groups are equivalent in terms of their

achievement in English language.
Pre-test
In order to examine the equivalence of the achievement in reading
comprehension skills of the two groups in the study , the reseacher has used " T- test "
to compare the results of the differences in the pre – test as shown in the following
table:
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Table(4)
T- test Results of the Differences between the Groups in thepre – test
Std.

Levels

Sample

No.

Mean

Literal

Experimental

42

4.10

1.69

Level

Control

42

3.81

1.85

Interpretive

Experimental

42

2.81

1.17

level

Control

42

2.52

1.33

Inferential

Experimental

42

3.26

1.33

level

Control

42

2.90

1.54

Experimental

42

10.17

2.29

Control

42

9.24

2.78

Total

Deviation

T.value

0.738

1.044

1.138

1.668

Sig . level
Not sig at
0.05
Not sig at
0.05
Not sig at
0.05
Not sig at
0.05

"T" table value at (82) df.at (0.05) sig. level equal 2.00
"T" table value at (f = 82) at (0.05) sig ≥ 2.00

Table (4) indicates that there are no statistically significant differences between the
experimental and the control group at (0.05) in the literal interpretive and inferential
levels in the pre-test, due to their previous learning of English before the experiment ,
which means that the two groups are equivalent.

4.4 Variables of the study
In order to confirm the accuraey of the results , this study includes two
Variables ; the dependent variable is illustrated in reading comprehension skills which
are chosen according to the content analysis card(see Appendix1),and the independent
variable which is illustrated in the MOE strategy.

4.5 Instrumentation
To achieve the aims of the study , the researcher has used two instruments ;
content analysis card for a chosen sample units from English for Palestine 10 textbook ,
and a test for reading comprehension skills as apre and post–test (Appendices 1 and 2 )
In order to facilitate the implementation of the strategy , the reseacher has
prepared a teacher's guide by making workshops with some English teachers within
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Rafah governorate, after making it, it was shown to English supervisors in Rafah
governorate to have their comments and notesand lesson plan for three lesson from the
first semester of the academic year (2016 – 2017) based on MOE strategy . Each
lesson has a worksheet for students (Appendix 3)
4.5.1 Content Analysis Card
The content analysis card is one of the most suitable tools forachieveing the
purpose of the study. The researcher has conducted the Analysis for investigating the
existence of reading skills in the content of English for Palestine 10 textbook. The
analysis covers the activities of the reading passages which allowed for practicing
reading by the students (Appendix 1)
a- The Aim of the content Analysis Card.
The researcher has conducted content analysis card for collecting information ,
analyzing data , and determining reading comprehension skills are intended to be
developed by adopting MOE strategythrough the study.
b- Source of Designing the Content Analysis Card
The researcher depends on different sources to construct the content analysis ;
Ministry of Education Handbook (1999) , previous studies , literature review , theorical
framework , English for Palestine curriculum (10), and expert teachers and supervisors'
opinions.
c- Description of the Content Analysis Card.
The content analysis card includes(17) items of the reading comprehension
skills and sub skills assigned by the Ministry of Education. The researcher classifies
these skills into three levels ; literal level , interpretive level , and the inferential level.
For the literal level , there are four sub – skills , the interpretive level is confined to
three sub – skills and the inferential level includes three sub –skills. The researcher
chooses three units , (3,4,5) out of 12 units of the textbook English for palatine 10 to
represent a sample of the content.

She has checked the activities of reading

Comprehension skills to find out whether they develop the reading comprehension
skills in each unit.
d- Validity of the Content Analysis Card
Bynom (2001,p.1) defines validity as the truth of the test in relation to what it is
supposed to evaluate.

It concerns the relevance and usefulness of what you are
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measuring. The content analysis card is evaluated by a panel of specialists ;Curriculum
designers , methodologists, supervisors and tenth grade teachers from different
institutes in the field of education to benefit from their comments and suggestions.
They has reviewed the instrument for its importance , clarity and appropriateness to
English for Palestine 10 textbook.

Their effective feedback has benefited the

researcher a lot through rating the degree of importance of the reading comprehension
skills. Then , the relative weight is calculated and the most important skills which got
(more than 80%) are chosen in order to be developed and to be included in the
achievement test in the current study.
Table (4) shows the percentage of the reading comprehension skills for units (3,4,5)
according to the experts' opinions.
Table(5)
Validity of the content Analysis
Levels

no

Reading comprehension skills

Freq

%

Rank

30

100

1

15

50.5

14

28

93.3

3

1

Scan text for specific information

LiteralLevel

2

(read on the

3

Skim for the gist or general impression of text
graphics
Recognize visual survival meterials

lines)

4

Indentify the main idea of areading text

14

46,7

17

5

Make predictions about reading text

25

83,3

7

6

Deduce meaning of information words using context

15

50.5

14

Interpretire

7

Interpret information in diagrammatic display

24

80

8

Level (read

8

Distinguish fact from opinion

16

53.3

13

between the

9

Develop awareness of synonyms and antonyms

26

86.7

5

lines )

10

Retell or summarize reading text

29

96.7

2

22

37.3

11

24

80

8

12

Read familiar material with correct pronunciation,
and intonation
Answer factual , inferential questions

13

Make inferences about reading text

15

50.0

14

14

Recognize pronoun referents

24

80

8

15

Generate referential questions about reading text

26

86.7

5

16

Determine whether the ideas are true orfalse

27

90

4

18

60.0

12

11

Inferential
Level (read
beyond
the lines)

17

Develop

awareness

of

mapping)
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semantic

fields

(word

According to table (5) , the final form of content analysis card
includes (10) skills , distributed into (3) levels as following:
 Literal level ( read on the lines )
1. Scan text for specific information.
2. Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.
3. Identify the main idea of areading text.
4.Make predictions about reading text.
 Interpretive level (read between lines )
5. Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using context.
6. Interpret information in diagrammatic display.
7.Develop awareness of synonyms and antonyms
 Infrential level (read beyond the lines )
8. Answer factual , inferential questions.
9. Recognize pronoun referents.
10. Determine whether the ideas are True or false .
e.f Reliability of the content Analysis card
Fraenkel and wallen (1996,p;10) define reliability as the degree to which scores
obtained with an instrument are consistent measures of whatever the instrument is
measuring. The searcher uses Holsti's equation to count the reliability of the analysis
through time and People
2R
CR = ــــــــــــــــــ
N1+ N2
(CR) refers to the consistency ; (R) refers to the number of the elements of the analysis
agreed upon by the analyzers , (N1 and N2) refer to the elements of the analysis.
 Reliability through time
The researcher has repeated the analysis process of the chosen units of the
content of English for Palestine 10 textbook after two weeks to check the
reliability of the content analysis.
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Table (6) shows the points of agreement and disagreement between the analyses
through time by the researcher.
Table (6)
Points of Agreement and Disagreement through time by the Researcher
First
Analysis

analysis
9

Second analysis Agreement polnts Difference points
10

9

1

The reseacher has calculated the points of agreement and disagreement between the
two analyses using Holsti's equation to count the reliability of the analysis through
time. The results show strong correlation at (0.950) , and this is a high consistency
that allows the researcher to depend on the analysis results which agree on the skills to
be developed in the current study.
g. Reliability through people
The researcher herself has analyzed the chosen units then asked a well- qualified
teacher who teaches 10th grade to re- analyze them in order to find out the
internal reliability .
Table (7) shows the points of agreement and disagreement between the analysis
of the researcher and the teacher.
Table (7)
Points of Agreements and Disagreement between the Teacher and Researcher

Analysis

Researcher

Teacher

Agreement

Differences

analysis

analysis

points

points

10

8

8

2

The researcher applies Holstis equation to count the reliability of the analysis through
people. The results show a strong correlation at (0.890) and this is a high consistency
that allows the researcher to depend on the analysis results which agree on the skills to
be developed in the current study.
According the tables (6) and (7), the researcher concludes that the content
analysis is highly consistent and reliable to be used as an instruments for her
current study.
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4.5.2 Reading comprehension test.
The reading comprehension test is prepared by the researcher to measure the
students' achievement in the reading comprehension skills ( Appendix 2)
a. The aim of the reading comprehension test:
The test is one of the study instruments which aims at measuring the
effectiveness of using (MOE) strategy on developing reading comprehension
skills of 10th graders.
b. Sources of designing the reading comprehension test
The researcher has depended on many sources in designing the test. In addition ,
she reviews the related literature, such as Al Kakhann and Hania (2008) , Dean,
G.(2003) Dr.Bashayer Al balawi(2014), also she checks the opinion of
supervisors and experienced teachers, and the results of content analysis of
reading comprehension skills in the text book of the 10th grade. Then she has
designed the test with different types of question base on (MOE) strategy
activities.
Thesequestions are distributed over the three levels of reading comprehension skills
based on the results of the content analysis and table of specifications (Appendix 2).

Table of specifications
The resecher has designed the test according to the table of specifications. She
categorizers the skills to three levels. (4) skills for the literal level, (3) skills for
interpretive level and(3) skills for inferential level. The three levels are corsidered and
included in the test. To calculate the relative weight of each level and the number of
the questions the following steps are followed:
The relative weight for the literal level =(Number of the sub-skill in each level ÷
the total number of the skills ) (4÷10 =0.4). The number of the items of questions =
(the relative weight × the total marks of the test ) (0.4% × 30 = 12 ) ( Rabah, 2003,
p.67)
The relative weight for the Interpretive level is (3÷10 = 0.3%). The number of
the items of question is (0.3% × 30= 9).
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The relative weight for the inferential level is (3 ÷ 10 = 0.3% ). The number of
the items of question is ( 0.3% × 30 = 9 ). The table of specification is shown at
appendix (2).
c. Description of the Reading Comprehension Test.The testcontains five questions
of twenty four items which are distributed into three levels of reading skills ; literal,
interpretive and inferential .
An unseen passage is chosen to be the reading passage for the test (Appendix 2 ).
All questions are to be answered in the light of the passage .
Table (8) shows the distribution of the items.
Table(8)
Description of Questions over the levels of Reading Comprehension skills.
Questions

Level of Reading comprehension skills

Items

No

Inferential

Interpretive

Literal

No.

Question1

1.2.3

-

2.5

5

Question2

1.2.3.4.5.6

7

-

7

Question3

6

-

1.2.3.4.5

6

Question4

-

1.2

3

3

Question5

1.2

3

-

3

Total

12

4

8

24

Question (1) is " answer the following " exercise where the learners have to
read the passage and answer comprehension sub – questions. The question
consists of five items, one, three and four are literal level, while two and five
are inferential level. The question is of five marks; one point for each item.
Question (2) is "multiple choice " exercise where the learners are supposed to
choose the correct response from (a. or c ) The question consists of seven items;
one, two,three,four,five and six are literal level ; whereas seven Is interpretive
level. The question is of seven marks ; one point for each item.
Question (3) is " true or false " exercise where the learners tick (T) next to the
right answer and (7) next to the wrong one. The question consists of six items ;
one ,tow ,three , four and five are inferential level ; whereas six is literal level.
The question is of six marks; one point for each item.
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Question (4) is " Find from the passage " exercise where the learners are going
to get the specific word; synonyms , antonyms and pronouns . The question
consists of three items ; one and two are interpretive level , whereas three is
inferential level. The question is of six marks ; two points for each item .
Question (5) is " Fill in the gaps " exercise where the learners complete the
sentences according to their understanding of the passage. The question consists
of three items with six marks ; one and two are literal level with one point for
each item; whereas three is interpretive level with four points.
Time Estimation
The test is administered on arandom

sample of (40) learners from

Amena Bent Wahab secondary school for Girls in Rafah city. The random
sample has the same characteristics of the study smaple ; but not included in it.
The results are recorded andstatistically analyzed to estimate the validity and
reliability.

This step is also important to check the clarity of the items.

Moreover, this trial application helps in estimating the time needed for
answering the test, the difficulty coefficient, the discrimination coefficient, the
validity, and the reliability. Time of the test is calculated according to the
following equation.
Time Estimation = (Time spent by the first student + time spent by the last
student ) ÷ 2
Time Estimation = (85 + 95 ) ÷ 2 = 90 minutes.

d. Difficulty coefficient
Difficulty coefficient is measured by finding out the percentage of the wrong
answers of each item made by the learners. Difficulty coefficient of each item is
calculated according to the following equation:

Difficulty = co . of No of students who give wrong answers× 100
total number of the students(Al Agha, 2002,p.150)
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Table (9)
Difficulty coefficient for Each Item of the Test

1

9

3

Sum of
correct
answers in
two groups
12

2

7

2

9

0.41

3

8

4

12

0.55

4

13

4

17

0.35

5

9

4

13

0.59

6

12

5

17

0.35

7

9

5

14

0.64

8

7

3

10

0.45

9

7

3

10

0.45

10

8

2

10

0.45

11

10

4

14

0.29

12

13

5

18

0.38

13

6

3

9

0.41

14

7

2

9

0.41

15

8

4

12

0.55

16

7

4

11

0.50

17

6

3

9

0.41

18

6

3

9

0.41

19

8

3

11

0.50

20

9

6

15

0.69

21

8

4

12

0.55

22

6

3

9

0.41

23

7

2

9

0.41

24

9

3

12

0.55

No.

Correct
answers in
high group

Correct
answers in
low group

Co. Of
Difficulty
0.25

Table (9) shows that the difficulty coefficient varied between (0.25-0.67) with a
total mean of (0.47). Thus all items are acceptable or in the normal limit of
difficulty.
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e-. Discrimination Coefficient:
The discrimination coefficient is calculated according to the following
equation
The students who have the No. of the students who have the
Correct answer from the high  ــــcorrect answer from the low

Co. of Discrimination =×  ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ100
No. of high achievers students

No. of low achievers students

(Abu Nahia,1994,p.311)
Table(10)
Discrimination Coefficient for Each Item of the Test
Correct answers
in high group

Correct answers
in lower group

difference
correct answers
in two groups

1

9

3

6

0.45

2

7

2

5

0.36

3

8

4

4

0.45

4

13

4

9

0.29

5

9

4

5

0.25

6

12

5

7

0.38

7

9

5

4

0.38

8

7

3

4

0.27

9

7

3

4

0.45

10

8

2

6

0.58

11

10

4

6

0.45

12

13

5

8

0.45

13

6

3

3

0.45

14

7

2

5

0.27

15

8

4

4

0.27

16

7

4

3

0.36

17

6

3

3

0.27

18

6

3

3

0.45

19

8

3

5

0.36

20

9

6

3

0.36

21

8

4

4

0.27

22

6

3

3

0.45

23

7

2

5

0.45

24

9

3

612

0.36

No.

Co. Of
Discrimination

Table (10) shows that the discrimination coefficient varies between (0.25-0.58) with a total
mean of (0.54). Thus all the items are acceptable, or in the normal limit of discrimination.
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f. Validity of the Test
Al Agha (2002, p. 118) states that a valid test is the test that measures
what it is designed to measure.

The content validity and the internal

consistency validity are tested to ensure the validity of the achievement test.

Content validity
Mackey and Gass (2005, p. 107) state that content validity examines what
the test is intended to measure. In order to check the content validity, the
researcher introduces the test to a group of specialists, including professors from
different universities, supervisors of English language, and highly qualified
teachers of the tenth grade. According to their valuable remarks the test is
modified. The final draft of the test is showed in Appendix (2)

Internal Consistency validity
Al Agha and Al Ostaz (2004, p.110) eleborate that the internal consistency
validity indicates the correlation of the degree of each item with the total
average of the test. It also indicates the correlation coefficient of the average of
each skill with the total average. This validity was calculated by using Pearson
Equation. The following table shows the correlation coefficient of each skill
with the whole test.
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Table(11)
Correlation Coefficient of Each Item with the Whole Degree of the Test
Literal Ievel
Question

Correlation

Level of Question

Correlation

Level of

No.

Coefficient

Sig

No.

Coefficient

Sig

1

0.388

0.05

9

0.596

0.01

3

0.497

0.01

10

0.678

0.01

4

0.371

0.05

11

0.398

0.01

6

0.581

0.01

18

0.433

0.01

7

0.457

0.01

22

0.572

0.01

8

0.594

0.01

23

0.501

0.01

Interpretive level
Question

Correlation

Level of Question

Correlation

Level of

No.

Coefficient

Sig

No.

Coefficient

Sig

12

0.581

0.01

20

0.546

0.01

19

0.572

0.01

24

0.561

0.01

Inferential level
Question

Correlation

Level of Question

Correlation

Level of

No.

Coefficient

Sig

No.

Coefficient

Sig

2

0.597

0.01

15

0.509

0.01

5

0.677

0.01

16

0.457

0.01

13

0.396

0.01

17

0.351

0.05

14

0.495

0.01

21

0.545

0.01

"T" table value at (38) d f. at (0.05) sig. level equal 0.304
"T" table value at (38) d f. at (0.01) sig. level equal 0.393

Table (11) shows the correlation coefficient of the average of each item with the
total average. It also reveals that the correlation of each skill with the whole
degree of the test is significant at (0.01). Thus, the result indicates that the test
is highly consistent and valid at (0.01,0.05) as a tool of the study.
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Table (12)
Correlation Matrix of Transactions among the Levels with Total Score of the Test
Levels

Correlation with domain

Sig. Level

Literal

0.749

0.01

Interpretive

0.776

0.01

Inferential

0.750

0.01

"T" table balue at (38) d f. at (0.05) sig. level equal 0.304
"T" table balue at (38) d f. at (0.01) sig. level equal 0.393

Table(12) shows the correlation coefficient among each level of the test
and other levels as well as with the total score of the test. The result indicates
that the test is highly consistent and valid at (0.01,0.05) as a tool for the study.
g. Reliability of the Test
The test is reliable when it gives the same results if it is reapplied in the
same conditions (Al-Agha, 2004, p. 104). Reliability of the test is measured
by Kuder Richardson -21 Equation and Split Half Technique.

Kuder Richerdson-21 Equation
The researcher estimated the reliability of the rest by using
the equation of Kuder
n
Richardson -21 equation

-

/n

K-R21 } ـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ { ــــــــ

n-1S1
(N) is the number of items in the test, (x-1) is the means of the sample of the
marks and (s2) is the variance of the marks , (n-1) is the degree of freedom
(Samuel, 1999,p.201).
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Table (13)
Reliability coefficient by Kuder Richardson-21 Equation

Levels

No. Items

Mean

Literal

12

7.7

Interpretive

8

Inferential
Total

Std.

Variance

(KR21)

3.21

10.3

0.733

6.3

2.23

5.0

0.735

4

3.5

2.52

6.3

0.931

24

17.5

4.35

18.9

0.750

Deviation

Table (13) shows that the value (K-R21) is (0.750) which is rated high. This result
indicates that the test is highly reliable .
Split – Half Technique
The researcher has calculated the correlation between the first and the second half
of each domain of the test, and the whole of the test. Then, she has used Split- Half
Technique to measure the reliability coefficient as shown in table (13)
Table (14)
Reliability Coefficient by Split – half Technique

Levels

No.
Items

Correlation

Reliability

between two after
parts

modifying

Sig
Level

Literal

12

0.965

0.982

0.01

Interpretive

4

0.940

0.969

0.01

Inferential

8

0.692

0.818

0.01

Total

24

0.826

0.905

0.01

"T" table value at (38) d f. at (0.05)sig. level equal 0.304
"T" table value at (38) d f. at (0.01)sig. level equal 0.393

Table (14)shows that the Split-half coefficient is (0.905) and all the values are
significant at (0.01). This result assures the high reliability of the test.
According to tables (12 & 13), the test is proved to be reliable and that helps the
researcher depend on the results of the reading comprehension test.
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4.5.3 Teacher's Guide
The researcher has formed a teacher's guide which contains lesson plans for the
chosen lessons of reading available in student's book English for Palestine 10
(Appendix3).
a. The aim of the Teacher's Guide and lesson plan. The researcher has prepared a
teacher's guide which is based on the (MOE) strategy to help the teacher who
will implement the experiment and teach the sample of the study.
b. Source of Designing the Teacher's Guide .
In order to design the teacher's Guide and the lesson plan, the researcher has
reviewed the related literature of the previous studies and methodology,
references, and consulted English supervisors and teachers
c. Description of the Teacher's Guide and lesson plan.
With regard to the qualified supervisors and teachers' advice, the researcher has
prepared a teacher's guide which includes the objectives and procedures of each
lesson, information and explanation about implementing the MOE strategy and
how to deal with reading passages in student's book English for Palestine 10. It
also shows the definition of the MOE strategy and reading comprehension
skills, and the teacher's interventions in the strategy. Furthermore the researcher
has suggested a lesson plan including the specific objectives, key words, key
structure, sources and teaching aids, procedures and techniques, and homework.
Below is a description of the components of the lesson plan:
1. The Objectives
The researcher determines the specific objectives of each lesson, which the
teacher seeks to achieve at the end of the lesson, emphasizing the reading skills
intended to be developed in this study.
2. Key words
The new vocabularies are chosen form the highlighted word in the reading texts.
3. Key structure
The researcher picks out the new structure in each lesson to help
understanding the text and to be practiced by the students during period (4).
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4. Resources and Teaching Aids
The researcher selects appropriately the resources and teaching aids which
help the teacher achieves the educational objectives.

These include the

following:
-Stage One: (warning –up)
It is the first stage of each lesson. The teacher prepares the students to the
new lesson through games and puzzles. This stage is very essential to arouse
student's attention, bridging the gap in learning

activating their prior

knowledge, and eliciting information.
-Stage Two : (presentation)
It is the second stage of the lesson in which the teacher personalizes the
readingPassages in English for Palestine 10 Textbook , and presents the new
vocabulary in an interactive way to suit MOE strategy . Throughout this stage,
the teacher employs signaled features as body language, voice, and gestures to
enhance the new material through various activities and practices.
-Stage Three (closure)
At this stage, the teacher summarizes the lesson in an attractive way to
foster the learners' understanding and comprehension. Then, she ends the
lesson by answering the worksheets distributed among them and giving
homework.
Distribution of time over reading lessons each lesson takes two sessions forty
five minutes each.

In other words, each passage of reading needs ninety

minutes to be carried out. Consequently, the experiment takes eight sessions
with total time of(360) minutes.
d. Validity of the Teacher's Guide
The researcher makes sure of the validity of the teacher's guide by consulting
a group of qualified supervisors, English specialist, and qualified teachers who
have long experience in teaching. According to their recommendations and points
of view, the researcher prepares the final draft with regard to all necessary
modification until it becomes valid.
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e. Implementation of the lesson plan
-The researcher has chosen units (3.4.5) as a sample of the English for Palestine 10.
The research of the current study carried out the experiment and prepared all the
necessary materials such as a teacher's guide , lesson plan , work sheets and pictures (
see Appendix 3)
-The researcher prepared the dialogues and conversations which are going to be done
between students ( the Expert and the Clients ) according to MOE strategy and gave
each student her role to be read and practiced before the lesson .
-The technique of teaching the experimental group is based on the MOE strategy which
is hypothesized to develop reading comprehension skills while the control group is
taught in an ordinary way.
4.6 Procedures of the study
To accomplish the objectives and to investigate the hypotheses of the study, the
following steps are followed:
1- Reviewing literature and previous studies related to (MOE)Strategy reading
comprehension,
2- Analyzing the content of the suggested units, in English for Palestine 10 textbook to
determine the reading comprehension skills,
3- Preparing the teacher's guide based on the technique,
4- Designing the reading comprehension skills test,
5- Consulting the specialists and considering their comments for checking validity of
the test,
6- Applying the reading com prehension skills test on a pilot study to find the validity
and reliability of the test,
7- Choosing the sample of the study that includes the experimental group and the
control one.
8- Applying the pre test on the sample of the study and computing the results,
9- Implementing the experiment according to the teachers guide on the experimental
group while the control one is taught by the ordinary method ,
10- Applying the post-test on the groups and recording the results.
11- Analyzing the data statistically by using appropriate statistical analysis, and
12- Interpreting the results of the study and giving suggestions and recommendation.
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4.7 Statistical Analysis
The data are collected and computed by using (SPSS) statistical package for social
science the following statistical analyses are used:
_ Pearson correlation coefficient is used to confirm the test validity , spilt-Half
Technique and kuder Richardson-21equation , to find the reliability ,
_T-test Independent sample is used to measure the statistical differences in
mean between the experimental and control group in the result of the post-test ,
T-test paired sample is used to measure the differences in achievement between
the pre-test and the post-test of the experimental group , and
_ Eta square is used to insure that the "Effect Size" of MOE strategy is not
accidental.

Summary
This chapter entails the procedures of designing and applying the
instruments , the sample and the statistical analyses that the researcher adopts in
analyzing the results of the pre-post test.Next chapter will include study results ,
discussion and recommendation.
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Chapter Five
Results , Discussion and Recommendations
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Chapter Five
Results , Discussion and Recommendations

Introduction
The study aims at investigating the effect of MOE strategy on developing reading
comprehension skills for the tenth graders in Rafah Governorate .
This chapter contains the questions of the study , testing the hypotheses , as well as
discussion of the results. Furthermore , it includes the recommendations suggested by
the researcher .

5.1 Answer of The First Research Question:
The first question is "What are the reading comprehension skills intended to be
developed for the tenth graders in English for Palestine 10 text book?
To answer this question , the researcher holds three meetings to determine the
appropriate and suitable reading skills for English for Palestine10. The researcher gave
them a questioner which is used to determine the reading comprehension skills for
English for Palestine 10 text book ( see Appendix 1 ). Furthermore , she returns to the
curriculum center in the ministry of education and adopts a list of skills and sub - skills
intended to be developed through reading passages in English for Palestine 10 text
book .
The list includes (17) items , stated in objectives form as follows:
1. Answer factual , inferential questions .
2. Read familiar material with correct pronunciation , and intonation .
3. Recognize pronoun referents .
4. Generate inferential question about reading text .
5. Retell or summarize reading text .
6. Make predictions about reading text .
7. Make inferences about reading text .
8. Develop awareness of synonyms and antonyms.
9. Develop awareness of semantic fields, (word mapping).
10. Identify the main idea of a reading text.
11. Recognize coordinating conjunctions.
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12. Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using context.
13. Recognize visual survival materials.
14. Scan text for specific information.
15.Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.
16. Distinguish fact from opinion.
17. Interpret information in diagrammatic display.
(Ministry Of Education , 1999, p.37_38)
Those skills are classified by the Ministry of Education into three levels , literal ,
interpretive and inferential.Then ,the researcher designs the content analysis to
determine the skills needed to be developed by MOE strategy (Appendix 1 ). Also ,
she analyzes the reading activities of three units (3,4,5) of the first semester chosen
from the text book to be the sample for the analysis cards.
The researcher of the current study depends on different sources to construct the
content analysis ; Ministry of education Hand book (1999)

, previous studies ,

methodology of teaching English books , English for Palestine 10 curriculum , and
experts opinions. Moreover , the content analysis card is evaluated by a panel of
specialists , curriculum designers , methodologists , supervisors and tenth grad teachers
from different institutes in the field of education to benefit from their comments and
suggestions.
According to the result of the analysis , the final frame of the content analysis card
includes (10) skills , distributed into (3) levels of comprehension skills as following:
 Literal level (read on the lines )
1. Scan text for specific information.
2. Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.
3. Identify the main idea of a reading text.
4. Make predictions about reading text.
 Interpretive level (read between the lines)
1. Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using context.
2. Interpret information in diagrammatic display.
3. Develop awareness of synonyms and antonyms.
 Inferential level (read beyond the lines)
1. Answer factual , inferential questions.
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2. Recognize pronoun referents.
3. Determine whether the ideas are true or false.
5.2 Answer of the second Research Question:
The second question is " Are there statistically significant differences at ( ≤0.05) in
the mean scores of each level of reading comprehension skills in the pre and post-test
of the experimental group ?
In the light of the second research question , the first hypothesis is tested.
Test of The First Hypothesis
The first hypothesis states that "there are statistically significant differences at (α ≤
0.05) in the mean scores of each level of reading comprehension skills in the pre and
post - test of the experimental group in favor of the post test".(see table 15)
In order to in vestigate this hypothesis , mean scores of the experimental group results
of the pre-test and the post-test are computed. T-test paired samples statistics is used to
analyze the data statistically. The results are shown in table (15).
Table (15)
T-test Result Of Differences Between The Pre And Post Test Of The Experimental Group

Level of skills
Literal
(read on the lines)
Interpretive
(read between the lines)
Inferential
(read beyond the lines)
Total

Application

Std.

T.

Sig.

Deviation

Value

Level

No

Mean

42

4.10

1.69

42

7.74

3.21

42

2.81

1.17

42

5.34

2.23

42

3.26

1.33

Post test

42

6.20

2.52

Pre test

42

10.17

2.29

Post test

42

19.27

4.35

level Pre test
Post test
level Pre test
Post test
level Pre test

15.4

15.5

15.9

28.5

Sig
at 0.01
Sig
at 0.01
Sig
at 0.01
Sig
at 0.01

"t" table value at (41) df. At (0.05) Sig . level equal 1.68
"t" table value at (41) df. At (0.01) Sig . level equal 2.42

Table (15) shows that , the mean of the experimental group (19.27) in the post test is
higher than the mean of the pre-test (10.17) and T value is (28.5). Which indicates that
there are statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores of each
level of reading comprehension skills in the pre and post-test of the experimental group
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in favor of the post test. This proves that using MOE strategy improves the reading
comprehension skills. This result confirms the result of many studies. For instance
Sherry Dupont (2010) study aims to measure the growth of reading comprehension
skills of fifth-grade remedial reading students after their exposure to a treatment of
creative

drama

integrated

with

children

literature

reading

material

,

DrBashayerAlbalawi (2014) this study investigates the influence of reading English
subject using drama on the development of intermediate studies creative thinking. In
conclusion , the first hypothesis is strongly confirmed.
5.3 Answer of the Third Research Question
The third questions is " Are there statistically significant differences at (  ≤
0.0)in the mean scores of each level of reading comprehension skills in the post –test
between the experimental and the control group ?
The researcher is going to test the second hypothesis , Which in turn will answer
the third research question.
Test of the Second Hypothesis
The second hypothesis which is:"There are statistically significant differences at (α
≤ 0.05) in the mean scores of each level of reading comprehension skills in the post-test
between the experimental group and the control group in favor the experimental one.

In order to test this hypothesis , mean scores of both groups' result on the post- test
are computed. T-test Independent Sample is used to measure if there are significant
differences between the control group and the experimental on the mean scores of the
post test. The results are presented in the table (16).
Table (16)
T-Test differences between the Experimental and the Control Groups in the Post-Test
Level of skills
Literal level
Interpretive level
Literal level
Total

Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control

No.
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42

"t" table value at (41) df. At (0.05) Sig . level equal 0.266
"t" table value at (41) df. At (0.01) Sig . level equal 0.200
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Mean
7.74
4.57
5.34
3.03
6.20
3.49
19.27
11.09

Std.
3.21
2.22
2.23
1.60
2.52
1.85
4.35
3.34

T.

Sig.

5.25

Sig at 0.01

5.45

Sig at 0.01

5.62

Sig at 0.01

9.67

Sig at 0.01

Table (16) shows that the mean of the experimental group (19.27) is higher than the
mean of the control group (11.09) and T value is (9.67) , Which indicates that there are
statistically significant differences at(α ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores of each level of
reading comprehension skills in the post-test between the experimental group and the
control group in favor of the experimental one. This result indicates that the use of
MOE strategy has developed reading comprehension skills among the experimental
group subject compared those of the control group , who receive their reading lessons
by the ordinary way. This result agrees with the results of many studies. For instance ,
Abed El Qader's (2012) study confirms the effect of adapting computerized packages
on developing reading skills , El-Kahlout's (2010) study approves the effectiveness of
using guided discovery approach on developing reading comprehension skills ,
Haboush's (2010) study assures the effectiveness of a suggested program based on
Multiple Intelligence (MI) theory on reading comprehension skills , and Abu Shamla's
(2009) study affirms the effectiveness of activating the prior knowledge on
achievement in reading comprehension skills. Thus , the second hypothesis is verified.

5.4 Answer of the Fourth Research Question
The fourth question is " To what extent is MOE strategy effective in developing
comprehension skills in English for Palestine 10 textbook ?"
With regards to the fourth research question , the third hypothesis is tested
accordingly.
Test of the Third Hypothesis
The third hypothesis which points out: "The effect size of MOE strategy on
developing tenth graders' reading comprehension skills is not less than (0.14) as
measured by respect to ETA square." ( See table 18 )
To show the extent of the effect of using of (MOE)Strategy on reading
comprehension skills for the experimental group , the researcher has utilized the Effect
Size” technique which is a complementary dimension of the statistical significance ,
depending on the following criterion (Afana, 2001 , p.31).
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Table (17)
Criterion of "Effect size"
Effect Size

Tools

weak

Medium

Strong

D

0.2

0.5

0.8

ᶯ2

0.01

0.06

0.14

To measure the "Effect Size" of the MOE strategy on the experimental group , the
following equation is used (Afana , 2001 , p.42)
T2
ᶯ2 = ـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ
T2 + df
Also the researcher calculates "d" value by using the following equation:
√ 2 ᶯ2
d= ـــــــــــــــــــــــ
√1 - ᶯ2
The following table shows the effect size of MOE strategy on reading
comprehension skills for the experimental group.

Table (18)
Eta Square Equation of the Effect Size of MOE Strategy on Reading
Comprehension Skills for the Experimental Group
Effect

Level of Skills

Df

"T" Value

"ᶯ2"

"D"

Literal

41

15.4

0.772

14.49

strong

Interpretive

41

15.5

0.774

14.66

strong

Inferential

41

15.9

0.783

15.39

strong

Total

41

28.5

0.921

47.39

strong

Size

Table (18) indicates that , the values of "Eta Square" are ranged between (0.7720.921) , which reveals the strong effect of MOE strategy on reading comprehension
skills among the experimental group subject.

The progress in the three levels is

obvious , but is clearer in literal level than interpretive and inferential levels. Thus , the
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effect is significant , and the developing in the reading comprehension skills does not
happen haphazardly. The result here agrees with the result of many studies such as AlMansour's (2011) , Abo Skhela's (2010), Lin's (2010) , and Barzaq's (2009). As a result
the third hypothesis is accepted.

5.5 Discussion
 By comparing the results of the control group and experimental group , it can be
concluded that (MOE) strategy is highly effective on developing the levels of
reading comprehension skills for the experimental group.

The researcher

attributes the deference in the achievement to many reasons:
- Using (MOE) in English language instruction is a novelty.

This novelty has

encouraged the learners to deal with this strategy enthusiastically , which led to better
achievement.
That is the same result that was proved in Sherry DuPont's study (2010) which
measured the growth of reading comprehension skills of fifth grade remedial reading
students after their exposure to a treatment of creative drama integrated with literature
reading material .
- Implementing (MOE) helps them develop healthy reading habits and at the same time
paves the way to promoting.
This is the same with Dr. Bashayer Alblawi's study (2014) that investigated the
influence of reading English subject using drama on the development of intermediate
studies creative thinking .
- (MOE) provides the learners with necessary elements for the development of
language competencies , in which the teacher allows the student to recognize units of
meaning and achieve a higher level of comprehension.
Gungor's study(2008) had proved the same result as the purpose of this study to
investigate the effect of drama and traditional methods on primary school students on
their attitudes toward reading and on their perceptions of the drama method .
 The researcher points out a relatively substantial amount of achievement has
occurred along different areas of three levels of reading comprehension skills ,
literal , interpretive , and inferential.
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 On the other hand , students have achieved progress in the literal level more
than in the other two levels , interpretive and inferential. This may be due to
clarity of the ideas including in the text , or the high thinking skills needed for
the other two levels rather than the literal level.
Hanaa Abu Nada(2013) also proved that in her study which aimed at
examining the effectiveness of using storytelling technique on developing
reading comprehension skills for sixth graders in Gaza Governorate .
 Otherwise , the researcher assumes that the progress in learners' performance in
the different levels of reading skills is attributed to teaching via new strategies
such (MOE), and the well-organized stages of the lesson where each stage leads
to another.
That was also proved in Al Kahlout's study(2010) which aims to
examine the effectiveness of using guided discovery approach on developing
reading comprehension skills for the eleventh grades in Gaza governorates .
 During( MOE) , visualizing is a critical component of comprehension through
creating an imagenry process between words and images which activates
personal meaning within discussion and interaction.
Abu Shamla's study (2009) examines the effectiveness of a suggested
program based on prior knowledge to develop eight grader's reading
comprehension skills . Abu Shamla recommends that teachers should activate
the students prior knowledge before applying the activities which also activates
personal meaning within discussion and interaction as in the current study .
 The current study indicates that using (MOE) strategy to develop reading
comprehension skills for the tenth grade proves positive and provided a better
learning environment which reflects on the students' progress of achievement.
 MOE strategy develops the cooperative learning within the same group and
competition with other groups. Through this strategy , the students play several
roles as thinkers , problem solvers , and observers. These roles motivate shy
students towards participation and interaction.
This is exactly what Hamadn's study (2009) tried to prove by
investigating the effect of using linguistic games on seventh graders reading
comprehension skills .
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 Moreover,( MOE) builds interest in the reading process, stimulates discussion,
and enhances self-confidence in the participants. Also, it makes even poor
readers literate, and gives them the chance to show their abilities.
 Furthermore, applying the strategy helps the learners realize the feelings, mood,
and emotion of the character in the reading passages, which enhance their
overall comprehension of the text.
 This modern strategy, which proves to be superior in the learning /teaching
techniques, enriches an independent practice of reading comprehension instead
of direct instruction. Also, it furnishes enjoyment, pleasure and enthusiasm
which are important for solving some educational problems.
Lamon's study(2008) which is conducted to improve reading achievement
through increasing motivation had proved the same result .
 Finally, the researcher believes that( MOE) allows the learners to become
literate and motivate them to be active participants in the reading process. So,
the superiority of the( MOE) strategy over the ordinary way in teaching reading
skills is proved.
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5.6 Recommendation
In the light of results of the study , the following recommendation are set:
1. Recommendation to curriculum Designers and Decision Makers.
Reading the great role of the curriculum designers and decisions makers in
activating methods of teaching, the researcher proposes the following recommendation:
 Enriching the curriculum based on strategies such as (MOE) strategy.
 Supplying schools with necessary materials for employing innovative
strategies as (MOE).
 Promoting teacher's abilities in teaching English and motivating them to
implement active strategies as (MOE).

2. Recommendations to School Administrations and Supervisors.
In this field , the researcher suggests the following:
 Conducting workshops that aim at familiarizing teachers with different
skills based an appropriate strategies such as (MOE).
 Managing training courses that help teachers enhance their competencies of
implementing (MOE) strategy in teaching English especially with young
learners.
 Preparing and distributing instructional materials that increase teachers'
awareness of the necessity of using (MOE) in their classes.
3. Recommendations to Teachers of English
Teachers should:
 Adopt the appropriate techniques in teaching reading and try to overcome
the challenges and the difficulties.
 Adopt educational technology in order to create enjoyable learning.
 Shift from the ordinary teaching techniques to communicative techniques
that are based onthe student's real involvement in the teachinglearningprocess.
 Help students to use English language in "life-like" situations.
4.Recommendations for Further Studies:
In order to enhance the inputs of this study, the researcher recommended that
the Palestinian Ministry of Education has to:
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 Conduct further researchers to investigate the effectiveness of similar
strategies at different levels of education in Palestine.
 Investigate other types of inductive strategies employed by teachers in
Gaza schools.
 Conduct studies based on (MOE) on other comprehension skills as
listening , speaking and writing and at different levels and grades.
 Examine the Palestinian teacher's perception of utilizing language
learning skills and (MOE) strategy in teaching English Language.
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Appendix (1)
Al- Azhar University-Gaza
Deanship of Postgraduate Studies and Scientific Research
Faculty of Education
Department of Curriculum and Teaching Methods

Dear Mr. / Mrs..........
The researcher is conducting a study entitled:
"The Effect of Using Mantle of the Expert strategy on Developing
Reading Comprehension Skills for the Tenth Graders in Rafah
Governorate"
so as to obtain a Master Degree in Curriculum and Methodology.
In order to achieve the purpose of the study, the researcher prepared the
following instruments:
1. Content analysis card for sample units of the English for Palestine 10
textbook.
2. Reading comprehension test.
You are kindly requested to check each instrument and write your response
respectively.
Your notes and response will be highly appreciated.

Best wishes
The researcher: Riham Adel Mousa
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1. Content Analysis Card

The researcher analyzed the reading comprehension activities of three units of the

textbook 10 as a sample. Please, you are kindly invited to rate,

1. Does the content analysis card meet its purpose?..........................................

2. Is the number of the sample units ( 3, 4,5 ) satisfactory?.................. ............

3. Does the content analysis meet the operational definition?...........................

4. Does the content analysis card meet the first study question which is

"What are the reading comprehension skills intended to be developed for the

Tenth grade?

.............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................
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Analysis Card to English for Palestine 10
Student's Book, Units (3,4,5)

The Purpose of the Analysis
The analysis aims to explore reading comprehension skills intended to be developed in
this study.
The Sample of the Analysis
The sample involves three units selected from the textbook of the tenth grade which
contains six units for the first semester.
Unit of the Analysis
Each unit as a whole represents a unit of the analysis.
Elements of the Analysis
Analysis of the units depends on:
1. Exploring the reading comprehension skills and sub skills, and
2. Exploring the activities of reading comprehension available in the textbook of the
10th grade after the reading passages in each unit.
Unit of Registration
The registration unit is the unit which contains the purpose of the analysis (the
activities of reading comprehension skills).
Limitation of the Analysis
The analysis deals with reading comprehension skills devoted by the Ministry of
Education to be achieved at English for Palestine 10 textbook. It focuses on (3) units of
the textbook where the activities of reading comprehension are available and combines
(17) reading comprehension skills.
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Operational Definition of the Terms
The researcher defines the terms as:
Mantle of the Expert Strategy : ( MOE ) is enterprise model of learning , with
emphasis on tasks that need to be completed for a fictional client . Participants should
be motivated by problems and challenges that arise creating a social dimension to the
work as short term tasks are completed collaboratively .
Reading Comprehension Skills are the cognitive abilities by which learners interact
with the narrative text in order to construct meaning and understand the content
through three levels:
1. Literal Level; (reading on the lines); to recall information stated directly and
explicitly in the text.
2. Interpretive Level; (reading between the lines); to interpret information
implied in the text.
3. Inferential Level; (reading beyond the lines); to apply what is memorized and
understood at the other two levels to other situations.
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Content analysis for the textbook " English for Palestine 10
Reading comprehension skills units (3, 4, 5) No. "1"
No.
A

Reading Comprehension Skills

Units No
3

4

5

Literal level (read on the lines)

1.

Scan text for specific information.

√

√

√

2.

Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.

√

√

√

3.

Recognize visual survival materials.

4.

Identify the main idea of a reading text.

√

5.

Make predictions about reading text.

√

B

√
√

√
√

Interpretive level (red between the lines )

6.

Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using context.

√

√

7.

Interpret information in diagrammatic display.

√

√

√

8.

Distinguish fact from opinion.

√

9.

Develop awareness of synonyms and antonyms.

√

√

√

10. Retell or summarize reading text.
√

11. Read familiar material with correct pronunciation, and intonation.
c

Inferential level (read beyond the lines )

12. Answer factual, inferential questions.

√

√

13. Make inferences about reading text.

√

14. Recognize pronoun referents.

√

√
√

15. Generate referential questions about reading text.
16. Determine whether the ides are true or false.

√

17. Develop awareness of semantic fields. (word mapping )

√
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√

√

√

Content analysis for the textbook "English for Palestine 10
Reading comprehension skills units (3,4,5) "2"

No.

Reading Comprehension Skills

Units No
3

4

5

A

Literal level (read on the lines)

1.

Scan text for specific information.

√

√

2.

Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.

√

√

3.

Recognize visual survival materials.

√

4.

Identify the main idea of a reading text.

√

√

5.

Make predictions about reading text.

√

√

B

Interpretive level (red between the lines )

6.

Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using context.

√

√

7.

Interpret information in diagrammatic display.

√

8.

Distinguish fact from opinion.

9.

Develop awareness of synonyms and antonyms.

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

10. Retell or summarize reading text.
√

11. Read familiar material with correct pronunciation,and intonation.
c

Inferential level (read beyond the lines )

12. Answer factual, inferential questions.

√

√
√

13. Make inferences about reading text.
√

14. Recognize pronoun referents.

√

√

15. Generate referential questions about reading text.
16. Determine whether the ides are true or false.
17. Develop awareness of semantic fields. (word mapping )
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√

√

√
√

√
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Appendix (3)
Al- Azhar University-Gaza
Deanship of Postgraduate Studies and scientific Research
Faculty of Education
Department of Curriculum and Teaching Methods
Reading Comprehension Test
Dear educators,
The researcher is conducting a study entitled " The Effect of Using a Mantle of the
Expert Strategy on Developing Reading Comprehension Skills for the tenth Graders in
Rafah", to obtain a Master's Degree in Curriculum & English Teaching Methods.
One of the requirements of this study is to conduct pre-post reading comprehension
test. Please, you are kindly requested to look carefully at the attached test and fill in the
following form whether the items of the test are suitable or unsuitable. Your notes and
responses will be highly appreciated and confidential.
Pre-test Refereeing Checklist
Name..................................…
Job:
……………………………

The items

Yes

No

Neutral

1- The test items reflect the objectives.
2- The test items suit tenth graders' level.
3- The instructions are clear.
4- The test includes the reading comprehension
skills for the 10th grade.
5-The questions are gradually arranged.
6- The layout is acceptable.
7- The time assigned is suitable.
8-The test matches the table of specifications.
Any further comments are highly appreciated.
………………………..………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
Best regards
The researcher: Riham Adel Mousa
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Reading Comprehension Test for the tenth Grade
Dear student:
This test is designed for a specific research purpose. The result of it will not affect
your school scores. Thank you for your responding.
Instructions:
Please, pay attention to the following:
1. Read the passage carefully.
2. The test consists of (5) main questions including (24) items.
3. Read each question carefully before answering.
4. Answer all the questions.
5. Pay attention to the test time
The researcher appreciates your cooperation and wishes you good luck
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Palestinian National Authority
Test after modificationMinistry Of Education and Higher Education
English Language
Reading Comprehension Test Grade : 10th
Name : _______________

Mahmoud Darwish was born in 1942 in Al-Birwah, near Acre. When
the Israelis attacked in 1948, his family were forced to leave and become
refugees in Lebanon. They returned a year later, but their village had
disappeared: instead, a new Israeli settlement stood there. Theywere
exiled to another village and Darwish grew up as a refugee in his own land
. As a young man, he joined a Haifa newspaper in 1959. After he had been
therefor just a year, he published his first book of poetry. Ten years later, he became the
newspaper’s editor, but he continued his own writing, too. His poems about the Palestinian
experience became internationally known. He used to travel – without a travel permit – to give
readings of his poetry, but Israeli actions, including house arrest, made life very difficult.
Finally, in 1970, Darwish left and went into exile in Beirut. During the following 26 years, he
lived in Cairo, London, Paris and Tunis and continued writing. In 1996, thousandsgreeted him
when he returned to Palestine . He later said , I thought people had forgotten me , but I
discovered that they still loved me and read my poems . ' since then , he has spent his time in
Ramallah and Amman and has been active in Palestinian national politics . He has also had
several important cultural jobs , including that of Chief of the magazine Al-Karmil .
Over the years , he has published over 30 books , and most have been about Palestine .
Many poems have become popular songs . Many have also recently become available in
English , and so they are helping the world understand the Palestinian situation better .
Question(1):Answer the following questions :
[ 5 points ]
(1) Where was Mahmoud Darwish born ? and when ? _________________________________
(2) " In 1996 , thousands greeted him " what does that mean ?
_________________________________________________________________________
(3) After Mahmoud's Darwish family had returned , Did they find their village ?
_____________________________________________________________
(4) When did Mahmoud Darwish publish his first book of poetry ?
_____________________________________________________________
(5) What did Mahmoud Darwish discover when he returned to Palestine ?
_____________________________________________________________
Question(2): Choose the correct answer :
(1) Mahmoud Darwish Was born in:
a) seven
b) six
c) eight
(2) Mahmoud's Darwish family escaped to :
a) Egypt
b) Jordan
c) Lebanon
(3) When Mahmoud Darwish's family returned to their village they found a new _________
a) Hotel
b) Israeli settlement
c) School
(4) In 1969 Mahmoud Darwish received :
a) Nobel prize
b) a lot of money
c) lotus prize
(5) Over the years , Mahmoud Darwish has published over _________ books .
a) 29
b) 30
c) 43
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6) Many of Mahmoud Darwish's poems have become popular ……………
a) Stories
b) novels
c) songs
7) Mahmoud Darwish become a refugee at the age of :
a) Seven
b) six
c) eight
Question (3) : Write True or False to each sentences :

[ 6 Marks ]

(1) Darwish was a refugge inside his own homeland (
).
(2) Mahmoud Darwish is alive now (
).
(3) MohamoudDarwish loved Palestine very much (
).
(4) MohamoudDarwish left and went into exile in Beirut because of Israeli actions (
).
(5) The world could understand the Palestinian situation better because Mahmoud Darwish
poetry is very easy (
).
(6) Mahmoud Darwish is a Palestinian poet (
).
Question (4) : Find from the passage :
[ 6 Marks ]
1) The meaning of : a-got a way = ____________ b- the next = __________
2) The opposite of : a- defended × ____________ b- excluding × _________
3) The underlined pronouns refer to :
a- he _________
they __________
Question (5) : Read the passage again and fill in the gaps :

[ 6 Marks ]

- In 1959 , Mahmoud Darwish joined ___________ .
- Mahmoud Darwish used to travel without _________ .
- The suitable title for this text is _____________ .
Question (6) : Read the passage again and fill in the gaps :
- The best title for the passage is : ______________________________________________
- One of Mahmoud's Darwish poems is : _________________________________________

Table of Specifications
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Table (19)
Table of specifications
Test items
&percentage
Questions
Items
No
Literal
Interpretive
Inferential
&
Percent
marks
3
2
5
items/2ms2,5 items
Questions1 items/3ms1,3,4
16.6%
10%
6.6%
5 Ms
6items/6ms
1item/1m
7
12
items
Questions2 6,7,8,9,10,11
23.3%
20%
3.3%
7 Ms
1item/3m
5items/5ms
6
18
13,14,15,16,17 items
Questions3
20 %
3.4%
16.6%
6 Ms
2items/4ms
1item/2ms
3
19,20
21
items
Questions4
20%
13.3%
6.6%
6 Ms
2items/3ms
1item/4ms
3
22,23
24
items
Questions5
20 %
6.6 %
13.3%
6 Ms
24
12items/12Ms 4items/9Ms
8items/9Ms
items
Total
100%
40 %
30 %
30 %
30 Ms
Levels of reading comprehension skills
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Appendix (4)

Teacher's Guide and Lesson Plan
Please , Check the teacher's guide and the lesson plan then you are
kindly invited to rate them in the terms of the following :
1. The clarity of instructions
…………………………………………
2. Meeting the study purposes …………………………………….
3. Suitability to the student's level .………………………………
4. The time of the sessions .………………………………………
5. The layout .…………………………………………………….
Any further comments are highly appreciated
……………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………….
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Teacher's Guide
For teaching period (4) reading units (3,4,5) for English for Palestine Grade 10.
Dear teachers
As you know, English for Palestine 10 curriculum is based on the four language skills
which are listening, speaking, reading and writing. Reading is considered as the most
important skills for the students as other skills are based on it. It takes the highest
portion of the curriculum
It also depends on sub-skills as pronunciation and vocabulary. In this teacher's guide,
the focus will fall on (MOE) strategy where the students are the experts and the teacher
is a customer. Teaching vocabulary in advance is very important to help students
understand, the current study which the researcher defines it as : an enterprise model of
learning, with emphasis on tasks that need to be completed for a fictional client.
Participants should be motivated by problems and challenges that arise creating a social
dimension to the work as short term tasks are completed collaboratively.
Reading Comprehension skills : are the cognitive abilities by which learners interact
with the role of the expert in order to construct meaning and understand the content
through three levels :
-

-

-

Literal level: read on the lines, occurs when the learner reads and interacts with
the written form to recognize the main idea, identify supporting details scan text
for specific information, skim for the gist or general impression of text,
recognize visual survival material, identify the main idea of a reading text, and
make predictions about reading text.
At this level, the learners would not have to understand the true meaning of a
paragraph but they memorize the information mentioned in the text.
Interpretive level; read between the lines, happens in case the learner has the
potential to read for deeper meaning in order to recognize the author's purpose,
deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using context, interpret information in
diagrammatic display, distinguish fact from opinion, develop awareness of
synonyms and antonyms, retell or summarize reading text and read familiar
material with correct pronunciation. At this level, readers have already
memorized certain facts at the literal level and now the are attempting to see the
implications of the author's words.
Inferential level; read beyond the lines, exists when the reader reads the realizes
diverse concepts of the written text in order to answer factual, inferential
question, make inferences about reading text, recognize pronouns referent,
generate refemtial questions about a reading text, determine whether the ideas
are true of false, develop awareness of semantic fields, draw conclusions,
interpret information and perceive implied meaning. In other words the learner
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-

dose not simply read the words but he reds ideas, thoughts that spring from the
relationship of various assertions.
The teacher's guide consists of the following:
- The general aims of the lessons included in the study:
1. Learning objectives of each lesson.
2. New keywords and structures.
3. Teaching resources.
4. Activities used by the teachers to help students in learning.
5. Procedures to be followed by the teachers.
6. Work sheets.
General Aim:
The lesson plan and the activities aimed at developing students reading comprehension
skills in English for Palestine for the 10th graders.
Specific objectives:
By the end of the lessons students are expected to be able to
1. Answer factual, inferential questions.
2. Recognize pronoun referents.
3. Make predictions about a reading text.
4. Develop awareness of synonyms and antonyms.
5. Identify the main idea of a reading text.
6. Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using a context.
7. Recognize visual survival materials.
8. Scan text for specific information.
9. Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.
10. Interpret information in diagrammatic display.
The steps of Mantle of the Expert strategy:
The teacher is going to follow the following steps to teach a reading lesson
successfully through the (MOE) strategy:
1- Identifying the objectives of the lesson.
2- Preparing the teaching material needed for the lesson. Teacher will prepare the
dialogue in which every student has a role , one is the expert the others are
clients and they will take their roles before the lesson to memorize them and act
it in the class .
3- Identifying the new vocabulary.
4- Preparing warming-up material in a suitable way.
5- Presenting the text by (MOE) strategy through dramatization and
personalization activities.
6- Checking students reading the text.
7- Evaluating their understanding by answering worksheets on the text.
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Unit (3) period (4) studentsBook p.37
Turning a hobby into a business
Class l0th…. Date …./…./2017

session:1and 2

objectives
Students are expected to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Make predictions about a reading text.
Identify the main idea of a reading text.
Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using a context.
Recognize visual survival materials.
Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.
Scan text for specific information.

Key words:
Hobby - business - turn into - repair - recycle
supply - constructed

- manage - decorating

-

Resources and Teaching Aids:
S.B , worksheets, photos and some needed materials.
Procedures and techniques :
Stage one : teacher will prepare the dialogue in which every student has a role , one is
the expert the others are clients and they will take their roles before the lesson to
memorize them and act it in the class .
warming up.
The teacher greets students and asks them:
-

What do you do in your free time?
Teacher says we call activities which we do in our free time hobbies.

Stage two: presentation:
-

T. presents new vocabulary through using flash cards photos and gestures.
T. tells students that they are going to share in a drama about how could they
turn their hobby into business.
T. organizes students into U shape and start giving roles for students.
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One student will be the Expert ( Joe ), other students will be clients who want to repair
their bikes and start asking Joe some questions
S.A : Hello Joe, could you mend my bike please ?
Joe : Yes, of course. Give me……
S.A : How could you be good at mending bikes Joe ?
Joe : I love bikes especially looking after them, and I turned my hobby into a business.
S.A : How did you do that?
Joe : when I was 14, I badly needed to get a bigger bike, but my dad lost his job, so my
family couldn't afford to buy me one. I had to think of something else.
S.A. : what happened next? How could you get a new bike?
Joe: one day my neighbor was throwing away on old bike. The frame was damaged and
it needed a new wheel, but everything else was fine so I asked him to take in and he
agreed.
S.A : Was that the only old bike you had?
Joe : no, I found a similar old bike on the internet – for free. Several parts were
missing, but he frame and wheels were good. So that weekend I was able to build my
new bike and I didn't have to pay anything for it.
S.B: wow, that's amazing.
Joe: Yes. Since then I hove constructed similar cheap bikes for several friends like you.
It could become areal business when I leave school.
S.A. : Wonderful Joe , I'll tell my friends about you to come to you and give you their
old bikes to reuse and repair it. Now could you make my bike, please ?
Joe : Yes, of course, here you are.
S.A. : Thank you Joe. You are great.
- after the students finish, T. divides the class into groups and distributes
Worksheets to answer questions.
T. monitors and checks their work.
Stage three: closure
The teacher reminds s.s of the main idea of the lesson ( how could we turn our hobby
into business )
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Homework:
Teacher asks students to do Ex 3p.s book p.38
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Unit 3 Period 4 " Turning a hobby into a business "
Joe's story Paragraph 1
1- Why did Joe have to start doing what he does now ? ………………………
2- Joe badly needed to get a bigger bike ---> ………………………………….
3- His dad has lost his job -----> ……………………………………………….
* one ( 5 ) ---> …………………. * he(5) ----> …................. * smaller × …...
Paragraph 2
1- Who helped him to start and how ? …………………………………………
2- The bike that the neighbor gave to Joe was completely damaged (

)

3- My father's factory always use and change plastic and glass into new products {
replace } …………………………………………………
4- I broke the ………………. Of this picture , I need a new one { complete }
* It (8) -------> …………………….
Paragraph 3
1- Joe could find the same old bike on the ………………. for ………………
2- Replace the underlined words and phrases :
* He could build a new bike without paying anything for it ………… …….
* I can't read this text because there are many words that are not there ……
3- He was able to build his new bike -----> …………………………………..
Paragraph 4
1- How do we know that his products are popular ? ………………………….
2- Say what Joe can offer people that is special and unusual …………………
3- After he had built his new bike , he could …………. similar cheap bike for some
friends { complete } .
4- Joe is thinking about …………….. when he leave school . { complete }
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5- after then ----> …………….

* arrives × …………. * built = …………..

expensive × ……………. * enemies × ………………
Ann's story Paragraph 1
1- What did Ann started to do when she was five ? …………………………..
2- What is the thing that Ann become good at ? ……………………………...
3- Ann does everything for herself ()
* That age ------> ……….. * her(24) -----> ………. * particularly= …………
* painting = ………… * hated × ………… * full of colours = ……………
Paragraph 2
1- Who helped Ann to start doing what she does now ? ……………………..
2- When she made the cake there were some missing details (
* he (33) -----> …………………..

)

* it ( 33) ------> ……………..

Paragraph 3
1- How did a lot of people find out about her skills ? ………………………..
2- Her brother was the only one who loved the cake (

)

* So did the other children ---> ………….. * their(34)---> …………. * one of
them(35) ---> ……………
* Another one (36)  …….. * this (36) ----> ……

* requested = ……….

Paragraph 4
1- How do we know that her products are popular ? …………………………..
2- Why was she worried ? ……………………………………………………..
3- She was worried because she had to accept all the cake shop orders ( )
4- Ann was worried about time ----> …………………………………………
* demand × ………………
* their (34) ---> …….

* less × ……………

* them (34) --> ………..

* ones(34) ---> ….. * refuse × ….. * just = …….
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** Complete with suitable words from the same family :
1- If you don't hurry , you will ……………… the bus { missing }
2- It's not …………… to smoke in public places . { accept }
3- Her paintings always full of …………… views . { colour }
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Unit (4) period (4) students Book p.51
Young nurse is saved from 10th floor fire
Class 10th

date:…/…/… session: land2

objectives:
Students are expected to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Make predictions about reading texts
Identify the main idea of a reading texts.
Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using a context.
Recognize visual survival materials.
Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.
Scan text for specific information.
Answer factual, inferential questions
Develop a warness of synonyms and antonyms
Recognize pronoun referents

key words:
Saved - examined
smash.

- on fire

- shot out

- desperate - cheering

-

Resources and teaching ads:
S.B , LCD, worksheets, Recorder
Procedures and techniques:
Stage one :teacher will prepare the dialogue in which every student has a role , one is
the expert the others are clients and they will take their roles before the lesson to
memorize them and act it in the class .
warming up
-

The teacher greets students and gives them a puzzle " It's a big as you but it
doesn't weigh anything".
T. plays the recording twice and let students repeat them
T. read the sets of word and help students to work out whish are adjectives,
nouns and verbs

Stage two (presentation)
T. introduces the picture and ask some question about it.
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1) Look at the picture in your books page 21 what do you think is happening
2) Look at the building is it high or not?
3) could the lady jump? Why?
Now T. invites the expert of emergency officer Dave yates to came infront of the class
T. Let Dave start talking about what happened that night.
Officer Dave: Hello everybody. I'm here today to talk about the accident happened with
a young nurse her name is Helen. Who wants to start asking:
S.A : When did that happened?
Dave : It happened on Tuesday 26 February 2014 at 11p.m we received a call from her
neighbors who called us to ask for help.
S.B. : what happened officer Dave?
Dave: she suddenly smelt fire from the direction of the kitchen . when she opened the
door, everything was on fire . she closed the door quickly but thick, black smoke
started coming under it. The outside door was in the kitchen . so Helen desperately
needed another way out. There was only the bedroom window and outside that there
was just a narrow ledge, 15 centimeters wide and 30 minutes up she climbed out and
lowered her feet to the ledge .Our five engine arrived ten minutes later an ten the police
and ambulance.
S.A. : was it easy to save Helen from that hight ?
Dave: no, it was not easy at all …… the ladder was ten meters short, there was only
one thing to do, officer ken and I rushed up to the tenth floor smashed the door of the
empty flat next to Helen's and raced to the window. I leaned out and ken held him. I
reached for Helen and shouted Jump. She was so scared and she couldn't jump. An
explosion suddenly smashed Helen's window and flames shot out, finally she jumped
and I caught her arms. I almost fell, but ken managed to hold me. Slowly we pulled
Helen to safety. When we brought her down, every one cheered wildly. She was
unhurt.
Stage three: closure
The teacher reminds S.S of the main idea of the lesson ( the important role of fire
fighters and how dangerous their job is … )
Homework
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Teacher asks students to do Ex 1+2 p.52
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Unit 4 Period 4 +5
Paragraph 1
1- Who is the fire victim ? …………………………………………………….
2- Who rescued her ? ………………………………………………………….
3- She lives in a …………………. apartment .
4- She had a lucky escape ---> …………………………………
* Flat = ………………..

* rescued = ………………….

Paragraph 2
1- How did she discovered the fire ? …………………………………………..
2- She saw that everything inside the kitchen was ……………………….
3- Yesterday , my had an accident , When he called us it was burning .{Replace}
Paragraph 3
1- Why did she climb out if the window ? …………………………………….
2- Thick , black smoke started coming under the door although she ………….
3- There was only the bedroom window ---> ………………………………….
4- 30 meters up ---> …………………………..
5- There was nowhere else to go ----> …………………………………
6- The place where the fire started was the bedroom (

)

7- Smoke was coming into the bedroom very slowly (

)

8- This Shelf is very narrow { replace } ……………….
* frightened = …………….. * wide = ………… * actually = ………… *
inside × …………….
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Paragraph 4
1-Who called the rescue services ? …………………………….
2- Which services came ? …………………………..
3- When did the fire engine arrive ? ……………………………………..
4- As soon as she had climbed out , she ………………………….
5- ……………… was the first service that arrived .
6- Could you bring down this box carefully , it is full of glass , pleases ?
{ Replace } ……………..
7- then ( line -30 ) ---> ……………………
* screamed = …….. * unluckily × ……. *left × ……. * directly= ………
Paragraph 5
1- What did the firefighters tried to do first ? ……………………………….
2- What was the problem with the ladder ? …………………………………
3- What did they decided to do instead of using the ladder ? ………………
4- ……………. and …………. are the officers who rescued Helen .
5- The officer Dan asked Helen to ……………….
6- Yesterday . I was frightened when I saw our little neighbor was …………
out of the window .
7- When we went back home we discovered that someone had brokethe
window { Replace } ……….
8- Was the only thing to do ----> …………………….
Paragraph 6
1- What stopped her from jumping at first ? …………………………………
2- Who was watching and waiting her to jump ? ……………………………
3- Ken could hold Dan { Replace } …………………………..
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Paragraph 8
1- After she went to safety the paramedics looked carefully her { Replace } ...
2- She was lucky because she was …………….. and ………………
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Unit (5) period (4) S.B page 65
Hurricane watching: saving lives.
date:…/…/2016

Class l0th

session: 1+2

Objectives:
Students are expected to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Make predictions about reading texts
Identify the main idea of a reading texts.
Deduce meaning of unfamiliar words using a context.
Recognize visual survival materials.
Skim for the gist or general impression of text graphics.
Scan text for specific information.
Answer factual, inferential questions
Develop a warness of synonyms and antonyms
Recognize pronoun referents

key words:
accurate
heat

- approach

- hit - properly

- breathe

- combine

- escape

- force

- storm surge

Resources and teaching aids:
Students book, worksheet, photos. Recorder and some equipments used in weather
forcasting .
Procedures and Techniques:
Stage one: Teacher will prepare the dialogue in which every student has a role , one is
the expert the others are clients and they will take their roles before the lesson to
memorize them and act it in the class .
warming-up
The teacher greets students and asks them:
Where do you live?
How is the weather in your area?
What happened to your house in winter?
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Stage two: presentation:
S.B

T. presents new vocabulary through using flash cards photos and gestures.
T. tells students that they are going to meet Mr. Adam who works in a weather
station to tell them anything they want to know about weatherforcasting.
Teacher tells students that they can ask any question they want.
Students now start asking questions:
: Are sun heat and air dangerous or not?

Mr. Adam
: we can't live without the sun's heat or the air that we breath, but these
givers of life can also become dangerous killers. Mover they can behave even more
dangerously when they are combined with another great natural force water.
S.B

: what are the results of this?

Mr. Adam
:the largest and most destructive results of this are hurricanes. These
huge storms can hit land so powerfully that they destroy everything in their part. Wind
speeds are 118kph or more and they really are huge as much as 800kilometers across.
S.B

: what about hurricanes, are they dangerous?

Mr. Adam
: Hurricanes are so dangerous that everything possible is done to work
out their speed and direction .
A big hurricane can cause such great destruction that early warnings may save many
lives.
Information is therefore collected from space satellites, weather balloons and weather
stations on land and at sea and forecasts have become very accurate.
-

Teacher asks students to look at the text students Book page 65 to recognize the
items of the passage.
T. reads the text for the students and they follow her.
T. asks students to read aloud more than one time
T. discusses main points of the texts through asking oral questions:
" Do you think Mr. Adam's job important or not? "
T. divides the class into groups and distributes worksheets to answer questions.
T. monitors and checks their work.

Stage three: closure
The teacher reminds students of the main idea of the lesson ( the importance of weather
forecast) .
Homework :
113

-

The teacher asks s.s to do exercise 1+2 page66 Next session she cheeks their
homework
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Unit 5 Period 4
Paragraph 1
1- When do you think air , sun's heat can become more dangerously ? ……….
3- Name three things in nature that combine to produce hurricanes ………… ,
………… , …………..
* Three givers of life ---> …………… * powe = …………. * act = ……..
* Artificial × ………….. * takers × …………

* death × ……………..

Paragraph 2
1- ………………….. is the most destructive result of the combination of sun's
heat , water and air .
2- When huge storms hit a land , they can ……………….
3- Say what are these numbers refers to : 118 Kph ---> …….. 800 kms ---> …..
4- Wind speed are 118 kph or more and they really are huge { Replace } ……….,…
* rout = ……. * build – construct × …….. * this (8) ---> … * these (8) ---> …….
Paragraph 3
1- ………… can helped save people's lives .
2- How do hurricane forecasters get their information ? ( list three ways )
……………………………………………………………………………….
3- Hurricane can cause a huge damage { replace } …………………………..
* exact = ……. * likely to happen = ……. *so= ….. * gathered = …….
* safe × …………..
Paragraph 4
1-Too many people died because of Andrew Hurricane (

)

2- ………………….. is the world's most expensive hurricane .
3- Few people died because …………………………………..
4- * this work (23) ---> …………………. * it (23) ---> …………………..
Paragraph 5
1- What happened before Hurricane Andrew , that had not happened before
the 1970 hurricane ?
……………………………………………………………………………
2- What are the reasons that made 1970 hurricane the worst ?
……………………………………………………………………………
3- The 1970s hurricane was the worst because there was no …………….
4- What did people in Pakistan do when the storm approached ? ………….
5- Discribe the most destructive storm
a) the storm surge b) the wind speed
c) the number of dead people
* 10 m (35) ---> ………………….. * 222 kph (36) ---> ………………….
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Paragraph 6
1- How do modern technology and transport help in many countries that face natural
disasters ? …………………………………………………………….
2- People in rich countries are protected now , but what more does the world still need
to do ? ………………………………………………………………
3- We can face the force of nature ( ) .
* power = ….. * areas = regions = ..… * foreseen = ….. * weak × ……….
* worse than × ……………. * rich × ……………..
* them = their (44) ---> …………… * the next arrives ---> ……………
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Appendix(5)
Self – Reflection
Teacher self-Reflection Checklist
Dear Teacher :
After carrying out the experiment which investigates " The effectiveness of
using a Mantle of the Expert strategy on Developing Reading comprehension skills for
the tenth graders in Rafah " , you are kindly invited to evaluate the experiment from
your point of view and according to the following scale .
No

Items

Yes

1

Are the objectives of the experiment achieved ?

2

Is the time which allowed for the activities enough ?

3

Have the students got involved sufficiently in pairs and groups ?

4

Are the activities suitable for MOE learning ?

5

Are the worksheets suitable to the stages of the lesson plan ?

6

Is MOE enjoyable for the students .
Best wishes
Riham Adel Mousa
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Appendix (6)
Referee Committee
No

Name

Institute

1

Prof. AwadKeshta

The Islamic university of Gaza

2

Prof. KhaderTawfiqKhader

The Islamic university of Gaza

3

Dr. Ayman Al Hallaq

The Islamic university of Gaza

4

Dr. SadeqFerwana

The Islamic university of Gaza

5

Mr. Hani Al Hello

The Islamic university of Gaza

6

Mrs. NajatNaser

Rafah Directorate

7

Mr. Mohamed Abou Nada

Rafah Directorate

8

Mrs. Ola Abu Rahma

Amena Bent Wahab School

9

Miss. JehanHejazee

Amena Bent Wahab School

10

Mrs. SherefaSeyam

Amena Bent Wahab School
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